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Abstract
Cell printing is an emerging technology that uses droplets to deliver cells to desired
positions with resolution potentially comparable to the size of single cells. In particular, ink-
jet based cell printing technique has been successfully used to build simple bio-constructs
and has shown a promise in building complex bio-structures or even organs. Two important
issues in ink-jet based cell printing are the moderate survival rate of delicate cells and the
limited cell placement resolution. Resolving these issues is critical for the ink-jet based cell
printing techniques to realize their full potential.
In this work, we use numerical simulations to reconstruct the impact of a droplet
loaded with a single cell onto a pool of viscous fluids to gain insights into the droplet and
cell dynamics during cell printing. We developed a mathematical model for this process: the
droplet, pool and air are modeled as Newtonian fluids, and their flow is modeled as a laminar
flow governed by the Navier-Stokes equation. The cell is modeled as an axisymmetric solid
object governed by the neo-Hookean law and also has a shear viscosity that is the same as
that of its host droplet. To numerically solve the coupled fluid and cell motion, we used a
hybrid method in which fluid flow is solved on a fixed Cartesian grid and the deformation of
solid body is solved on a Lagrangian mesh. We also developed a new full Eulerian method,
termed the solid level set (SLS) method, to simulate cell printing. The key idea is to track the
deformation of the solid body using four level set functions on a fixed Cartesian grid instead
of using a Lagrangian mesh. The SLS method is easy to implement and addresses several
challenges in simulations of fluid-structure interactions using hybrid Eulerian/Lagrangian
meshes. Using codes developed based on the above methods, we systematically investigated
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the fluid and cell dynamics during the cell printing process. We studied how the droplet
penetration depth, droplet lateral spreading, cell stress and cell surface area change are
affected by printing conditions such as impact velocity, pool depth, and cell stiffness. Our
simulations indicate that cell experiences significant stress (∼20kPa) and local surface area
dilation (∼100%) during the impact process. The latter suggests that cell membrane is
temporally ruptured during the printing process, and is consistent with the gene transfection
observed during cell printing. We speculate that the survival of cell through the rather
violent cell printing process may be related to the briefness of the impact process, which
only lasts about 0.1 milliseconds. Based on our simulation results, several strategies have
been proposed to reduce the stress and membrane dilation of cells during cell printing.
iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Movitation
Structural cell printing (SCP), i.e., printing three-dimensional (3D) structures of
cells held in a tissue matrix, has long been a fascinating idea. Given that the resolution of
desktop printers is on the order of tens of microns, it is speculated that one should be able
print cells into 3D patterns with a resolution comparable to the size of mammalian cells
(5-30 µm), similar to that in living organs. Achieving such a resolution in vitro is a holy
grail in tissue engineering and will lead to revolutionary breakthroughs in many areas[79].
For example, it will allow cell-cell interactions to be studied in truly 3D space and thus
enabling the tissue formation process to be delineated with unprecedented details. Even
more far reaching, being able to place cells in 3D space with high precision opens up the
possibility of building tissue engineering products and even organs from the bottom-up by
printing cells into organized construct [11, 32, 46, 75] (cf. Figure 1.1 for an envisioned
roadmap).
SCP remained as a scientific fiction until recently. In fact, one can argue how such
idea is feasible at all. It is dubious that cells can survive the harsh printing process, e.g.,
they may rupture as cell-laden droplets impact the substrates at high speeds. Even if the
deposited cells do survive, it is not clear whether they can fuse into structures. Despite these
1
Figure 1.1: A roadmap for organ printing [49]. (a) Cells/cell aggregates are printed into
elementary structures , (b) Complex structure, e.g., vascularized tissues and branched tubes,
are printed, (c) Organ structures are printed, and (d) Maturation of printed structure leads
to living organs. The red arrows denote fusion.
concerns, SCP has been demonstrated[60, 81]. It is now established that cell damage is not
a major issue (the viability of some cells can reach 98% [12]), and the printed cells can self-
organize into coherent structures [75]. Some printed constructs have even been implanted
into animals and grow into functional tissues[80]. Clearly, while printing an organ may still
be decades away from reality, SCP is no longer just a scientific fiction.
1.2 Cell printing and its fluid dynamics roots
SCP is an emerging technique with many different variants. In this project, we
will focus on one particular variant: the newly developed two-step SCP method. Below we
discuss the motivation for developing this method, its basic concept and advantages, and
the fluid dynamics of this method.
Of the many existing SCP techniques[60], the ink-jet based single-step method shows
significant promise for organ printing due to its unique features such as single-cell resolution,
multi-cell printing and high throughput [48] (cf. Figure 1.2a). Here, droplets loaded with
cells and cross-linking agent CaCl2 are printed into a pool of un-crosslinked hydrogels with
a depth of tens of microns (such pools can be called thin films, but we use the term pool as
its depth is comparable to the size of cell, the key length scale in SCP). Upon impacting the
pool, Ca2+ ions diffuse out of the droplet and induce cross-linking in the hydrogel (termed
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gelation). As such, cells and their hosting matrix are printed in one step. After printing
one layer of the construct, the elevator rod is lowered to immerse the printed layer into the
pool, and the next layer is printed. The drawbacks of this method include: 1) its optimal
printing parameters are difficult to obtain due to the tight coupling of droplet impact and
gelation process; 2) the strength of the printed constructs is limited by the solution-filled
cavities in them such cavities form because un-crosslinked gels in the pool cannot diffuse
through the gel crust formed at the droplet surface into its interior; and 3) cells are exposed
to a high concentration of Ca2+ ions for a prolonged time, which is detrimental to them
physiologically.
The new two-step SCP technique. This method is developed to address the limita-
tions of the single-step SCP method (cf. Figure 1.2b). In the cell printing step, the droplet
loaded with a cell but free of Ca2+ ions is first printed into un-crosslinked alginate pool to
form 2D patterns. In the gelation step, which is performed more than 30 seconds after a
cell pattern is printed, a CaCl2 solution stream with diameter of a few hundred microns
is gently introduced onto the 2D patterns by a fluid dispenser to trigger gelation. Once
gelation finishes, the elevator rod is lowered and next round of printing is ready to begin.
All three key limitations of the single-step SCP method are resolved. The droplet impact
Figure 1.2: Schematics of structural cell printing methods: (a) the single-step method; (b)
the two-step method.
and gelation are decoupled, thus simplifying the optimization of the printing parameters
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Table 1.1: Typical printing parameters used in the two-step SCP technique.
property values property values
droplet diameter 30-60 µm droplet viscosity 3-10 cP
cell diameter 10-30 µm pool viscosity 100-1000 cP
droplet velocity 1-12 m/s surface tension 50-70 mN/m
cell per droplet tunable droplet throughput 0-104 drops/s
tremendously. Liquid-filled cavities are eliminated as alginate can diffuse into the droplets
(alginate polymers diffuse >20µm in 30s, enough to fill the droplet). The printed pat-
terns, and more importantly, the relative position of the printed cells, are little perturbed
by the cell-laden droplets since the positional disturbance of an impacting droplet on a
thin and extremely viscous liquid film (pool) is limited to its immediate vicinity. CaCl2
droplets/streams with characteristic dimension of several hundred microns are adopted to
lower their impact velocity on the printed cell patterns. The resolution of the cell-hosting
matrix of the printed construct will be on the order of sub-millimeters, which meets the
requirement of many bio-constructs. Table 1.1 summarizes the key printing parameters
used in the two-step SCP method. Using this method, we have built hybrid cell/alginate
constructs from the bottom-up with cell viability comparable to that of the single-step SCP
method.
Although the two-step SCP technique has already shown significant promise for
printing viable bio-constructs, we also note that this technique is still in development, and
issues, such as cell deposition resolution and cell viability, remain to be addressed. To
address these issues, we note that fluid dynamics plays a prominent role in controlling the
cell deposition resolution and cell viability in the two-step SCP technique. Specifically,
1. The deposition resolution of printed cells is governed by the impact of droplets into
the liquid pool and by the droplet-droplet interactions. As cell is distributed randomly
inside each droplet, the resolution of cell deposition by printing a droplet into a pool is
bound by the extent of droplet spreading and penetration in the pool, which depends
on the droplet-pool impact and the interactions between adjacent droplets. Note that,
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if the gelation step is performed within a few minutes after the droplet is printed, the
resolution of cell deposition is not affected by the very slow cell diffusion in the pool.
2. The viability of printed cells depends strongly on the fluid-cell interactions during the
droplet impact process. The impacting droplet is expected to exert significant stress
on the cell, which can lead to cell damage.
Clearly, a good understanding of droplet impact, droplet-droplet interactions and fluid-cell
interactions in the two-step SCP method will help optimize the printing parameters to
maximize the cell deposition resolution and viability. While studies of these phenomena
in SCP have yet to be reported, similar phenomena have been studied extensively in other
contexts. Below we summarize the insights from these studies that are relevant to the
two-step SCP technique and its open issues.
1.3 Droplet impact and cell dynamics
Droplet impact into liquid pools. The impact of droplets into liquid pools has been
extensively studied. For the droplets of interest here (cf. Table 1.1), their impact dynamics
is controlled by the interplay between impact inertia, surface tension and viscous dissipation.
As such, the relevant dimensionless groups are We=ρDV 20 /σ, Oh=µ/(ρσD)
0.5, and H =
h0/D, where We and Oh are the Weber number and Ohnesorge number; ρ, µ, and σ are the
density, viscosity and surface tension of the fluid; D, h0 and V0 are the droplet diameter, pool
depth, and droplet impact velocity. Depending on the value of these parameters, diverse
droplet dynamics, such as spreading, splashing, bouncing, coalescing, and rebounding have
been identified [61, 84]. For shallow pools (H < 1), a droplet with low velocity spreads
over the pool liquids and takes the shape of lamellae [76]. At high impact velocity, the
liquid lamellae become crown-shaped and secondary droplets eject from the crown rim.
This type of impact is termed splashing [84], and it occurs if the dimensionless number[16]
K = WeOh−0.4 satisfies K > 2100 + 5880H1.44. For deeper pools (H ≤ 1), an impacting
droplet can bounce off the pool if We<5∼15 [52]. Bouncing is replaced by coalescing if
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the impact becomes stronger[85]. In the coalescing mode, after a droplet impacts the pool
surface, a crater is formed and its size increases during the initial stage of the impact. For
not very strong impacts, the crater soon recedes and a vortex ring is formed in the pool
[29]. For strong impacts, a deep crater is formed, and before it reaches its maximum depth,
the fluid lining the crater rises above the pool surface and a crown-like cylindrical liquid
film is formed. After the crater reaches its maximum depth, it collapses and often generates
a rebound jet. The transition from vortex ring formation to rebound jet is complicated
it was thought to be controlled by impact inertia, but recent studies indicate that viscous
effects can play a key role for very viscous pool fluids [36]. Gas trapping has been observed
in both shallow and deep pool impacts.
For the range of droplet impact parameters relevant to the SCP technique (cf. Table
1.1), we have We ∼ O(1-100), H ∼ O(1), and Oh ∼ O(0.1-1) (if the droplet viscosity is
used). Therefore, we expect that, in absence of a cell in the droplet, the impact dynamics
most likely to follow the coalescence mode. Given the high viscosity of the pool fluids, the
crater formed during the impact will be shallow, and a rebounding jet, even if it can be
observed, must be weak. A crown-like cylindrical liquid film may be observed during the
initial stage of impact, but film fingering will be arrested by the high viscosity of the droplet.
While these insights are useful for understanding the two-step SCP technique, many issues
unique to the two-step SCP technique remain open:
1. How does the crater evolve during the impact? The droplet impact in SCP is char-
acterized by the disparate viscosity of droplet and pool fluids. Studies of droplet
dynamics under such condition have not been reported. The current model for crater
size evolution during the impact of a droplet into a pool of the same fluid is expected
to fail because it already becomes inaccurate as the pool viscosity greatly exceeds that
of water [36].
2. What is the shape of the droplet (or equivalently, its lateral/vertical spreading) after
the impact is finished? While this is of little relevance in most applications due to the
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fast diffusion of fluids, it is of importance in the two-step SCP process. As discussed
earlier, the spreading of a cell-laden droplet in the pool defines the space in which
the cell can be found. Given that the interfacial tension between the droplet and the
pool fluid is zero, the final droplet shape is not determined by the thermodynamics of
droplet-pool-air interactions, but is determined by the dynamics of droplet impact.
3. How does cell(s) in a droplet affect its impact dynamics? When the droplet is not
much larger than the cell, which is often true, its impact dynamics will be affected
by the cell-fluid interactions. At present, virtually no study has been reported on the
effects of soft particle inclusion on the impact of a droplet into liquid pools.
Cell dynamics in shear flow. The existing studies of the cell dynamics in shear flow
focus mostly on cells that behave like a liquid-filled elastic capsule (red blood cell is the
most prominent example). Using experimental, analytical and numerical methods [4, 57],
the dynamics of such cells has been explored in great details. In shear flows, such cell
can move in the steady tank-treading mode, the unsteady tumbling mode or the swing
mode [67]. In pressure driven flow in capillaries, cells are found to avoid the near wall
region[3]. When exposed to uniaxial stagnation-point flow, beyond a critical shear rate,
such cells are found to deform continuously and breakup. These studies suggest that the
dynamics and conformation of such cells in shear flows can depend on 1) the shear rate
and the nature of the flow, 2) the elastic and viscous properties of the cell membrane,
and 3) fluid viscosity inside and outside of the cell, and the interfacial viscosity of the cell
membrane. We expect that the cell dynamics that occur during the droplet impact in
the two-step SCP will exhibit some similarities with the cell dynamics explored in these
prior studies of capsule-like cells. However, the cell dynamics in SCP also has many unique
features that cannot be understood from these prior studies, and many important questions
remain open: how do cells, especially those with extensive endoskeletons and capable of
sustain high loads, respond to exceedingly strong shear flow at microsecond time scale?
Such response is expected to be dominated by the elastic nature of the cell, and can differ
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fundamentally from the response of capsule-like cells to shear flow at large time scales.
Knowledge on such response is critically needed for understanding the cell damage in cell
printing, but cannot be obtained using the current in-situ cell characterization techniques,
e.g, AFM indentation and micropipette aspiration. In summary, despite the many studies
done on droplet and cell dynamics, there are still many open questions regarding these
phenomena in the two-step SCP technique. It is thus imperative to study these phenomena
in the context of the two-step SCP technique.
1.4 Research scope and objectives
We will study the cell printing step of the two-step SCP technique detailed in Section
1.2. This step further consists of three substeps: 1) the generation of cell-laden droplets,
2) the impact of cell-laden droplets into highly viscous fluid pool, and 3) ensuing droplet
spreading and penetration in pool, droplet-droplet interactions and fluid-cell interactions.
We will focus on the second and third substeps in this project.
The cell printing step of the two-step SCP technique can generate complex 2D
patterns. Here we will focus on the most fundamental operation of this step, i.e., printing
a dot incorporating a single cell (cell dot). We choose to focus on this operations because
it is the unit operation through which complex 2D cell patterns can be printed. With the
gelation step of the two-step SCP technique being straightforward, delineating these this
unit operation will enable us to understand the creation of 3D constructs using the two-step
SCP technique.
Our specific objective is to investigate fluid dynamics involved in the printing of a
cell dot. We seek to elucidate
1. the dynamics of a single cell-laden droplet impacting onto a highly viscous liquid pool
with an emphasis on the spreading/penetration behavior of the droplet,
2. how do the shape, surface area and inner stress of a cell evolve as its hosting droplet
impact a highly viscous liquid pool.
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Chapter 2
Mathematical Models and
Numerical Methods
2.1 Mathematical models for cell printing
cell
air
water
pool of polymeric solution
Figure 2.1: A schematic of the cell printing process
In cell printing, a cell-laden water droplet is injected at speed 1 ∼ 10 m/s from
a nozzle into a high viscous liquid pool or film made of polymeric solutions (e.g. sodium
alginate solution). The pool fluids damp the motion of the cell-laden droplet. During this
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process, the droplet deforms dramatically. However, because of high shear modulus, the
cell deforms much less and strongly recovers its resting shape – a sphere. Eventually both
the cell and droplet come to a stop inside the pool. A schematic of cell printing is shown in
Figure 2.1. There are two fluid-fluid interfaces (water-air, pool-air) and one fluid-structure
interface (water-cell). In the printing process, one more fluid-fluid interface, i.e. water-pool
interface, will appear; and two more fluid-structure interfaces may appear: pool-cell and
air-cell. Cell printing is a multi-physics process. It involves tightly coupled two-phase fluid
dynamics and elastodynamics. The key features of this problem includes
• Large viscosity and density ratios of fluids involved;
• Large deformation and topological changes such as merging/pinching of fluid-fluid
interfaces and deformation of cell.
The mathematical modeling of cell printing includes the modeling of fluids and cell.
There are three types of fluids; two of them are typical incompressible Newtonian fluid
– water and air (air is incompressible for low Mach number). The pool fluid is made of
polymeric solution, and thus can exhibit non-Newtonian behavior. However, experimental
work by Hsu et al.[30] suggested that 0.5% and 1% sodium alginate solutions (the pool fluid
used in this study) show close to Newtonian behavior. Hence, in our study, the polymeric
solution is modeled as incompressible Newtonian fluid as well. The flow of incompressible
Newtonian fluid is governed by the Navier-Stokes (NS) equations
∇ · u = 0 (2.1)
∂u
∂t
+ u · ∇u = −1
ρ
∇p+ 1
ρ
∇ (2µfD) + g (2.2)
where D =
1
2
(∇u+∇uT ) (2.3)
Although the droplet fluid and the pool fluids are in fact miscible, they are modeled as two
immiscible fluids. Because during the most interesting period of cell printing their mixing
is negligible. As will shown in Section 3.3, typical cell printing lasts about t ∼ 1 ms. During
this time period, the mixing of droplet/pool fluid occurs in a region lD =
√
Dt across the
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pool-water interfaces, where D ∼ 10−11m2/s is the diffusion coefficient of polymers in the
pool. Spanning the diffusive distance lD is about 0.1 µm, which is much smaller than the
droplet diameter 120 µm.
Compared to the modeling of fluids, the modeling of cell is much more complicated.
A living cell has a complicated structure and substructures and differs for different types
of cells. A typical animal cell consists of membrane, cytoskeleton, cytoplasm, nucleus, and
other organelles immersed in cytoplasm[78]. The membrane consists of a double layer of
lipid molecules, which is soft and flexible. The cytoskeleton is located behind the membrane.
It is made of protein and is a dynamic structure which maintains the shape of a cell as a
skeleton of it. Nucleus is an organelles enclosed by its own membrane sitting in the middle
of a cell. The cytoplasm is the fluid within the cell. Because the cell consists of different
substructures with different mechanical properties, cell is difficult to model. Lim et al.[39]
reviewed several mechanical models of living cells. These models were categorized into two
types: (1) cortical shell-liquid models; (2) solid models. The cortical shell-liquid models
assume that a cell consists of two parts – inner fluid and outer shell. Although this type
of simple models neglects most of the stiff structures within a cell, for some types of cells
(e.g. white and red blood cells), it gives good approximations. The solid models assume
that the entire cell is a homogeneous incompressible elastic or viscoelastic solid. This type
of models was proposed because of the elastic behavior of cells in some situations. However,
it can not account for interactions between cell substructures, which have different physical
properties. In this study, we model the cell as an elastic solid observing the neo-Hookean
law. Such a model, although simple, does capture the most essential aspect of cell in cell
printing, i.e. its elastic nature and thus is a good starting point for investigation.
Based on the above model, the motion of cell is governed by
∂2x
∂t2
=
1
ρ
∇ · τ elas (2.4)
where x is the deformed location vector (Figure 2.10) of any point in the solid, τ elas is the
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stress of solid, and is governed by
τ elas = µs
(
A ·AT − I) (2.5)
where A = ∂x∂X is the deformation gradient tensor, X is the location vector of the corre-
sponding point of the resting shape (Figure 2.9), and µs is the shear modulus of solid.
2.2 Available numerical methods for fluid-fluid/-structure in-
teractions
To simulate cell printing, two types of interactions must be modeled: the fluid-fluid
interactions (FFI) and fluid-structure interactions (FSI). Below we describe the available
methods for each type of interactions.
2.2.1 Fluid-fluid interactions
Any two immiscible fluids have a clear interface and interfacial interactions. Across
the interface the fluid properties such as viscosity and density are discontinuous; however
the velocity and stresses are continuous. To compute the interactions, one needs to track
the interface as well as to treat the discontinuity across the interface. Typical modeling of
fluid flow is finite difference or finite volume methods on a fixed Eulerian grid. The methods
of tracking the interface are categorized into three types: (1) “front tracking” or explicit
interface tracking methods; (2) “front capturing” or implicit interface tracking methods; (3)
hybrid methods. The earliest “front tracking” method is the marker and cell (MAC)[27]
method. It was developed by Harlow and Welch[27] in 1965 for two-dimensional or three-
dimensional axisymmetric incompressible flow. Since then series of improvements have
been developed to the MAC method: simplified MAC (SMAC)[1] in 1970, general SMAC
(GENSMAC)[73] in 1994. More recently, GENSMAC is developed for three-dimensional
flow in 2004 (Details see the review work of McKee et al.[45]). Tryggvason et al.[74] devel-
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oped a similar “front tracking” method for three-dimensional flow in 2001. These methods
use Lagrangian points to mark the interface and march it according to the velocity field.
It is straightforward; nevertheless the interface can easily become discontinuous in second
order derivatives, which will affect the accuracy of properties such as the distance to the
interface, normal directions, curvature. In addition, special algorithms are needed for treat-
ing the merging and splitting of interfaces, which is difficult for three-dimensional flow
where the topology of the interface becomes more complicated, and the connections of each
marker particle with others are difficult to model. The “front capturing” methods describe
one interface by a certain function over the entire domain. For instance, the volume of
fluid (VOF) method[28] tracks the interface via the volume fraction function; and the level
set method[50, 64, 70] tracks it by the signed distance function, which is called level set
function. Both of the methods evolve the interface by marching the function in a convec-
tive equation[51]. Since properties of the interface are calculated by the tracking function,
second order continuity is maintained naturally.
In addition to the front tracking and front capturing methods, some hybrid methods
(e.g. particle level set method[22, 23]), have also been developed. For instance, the particle
level set method uses the level set function as a major tool to track and compute the prop-
erties of the interface. In addition, two groups of particles are used in a certain range close
to the interface. These particles are marched explicitly and used to correct the inaccuracy
of the level set function. The particles are also corrected by the level set function. Using the
particle level set method, it has been shown that the fluid-fluid interface can be maintained
with a better volume conservation than the original level set method.
The methods of solving the discontinuity across the interface are categorized into
two types: (1) smearing-off methods; (2) sharp interface methods. The smearing-off meth-
ods use smoothed Heaviside functions to smooth the fluid properties such as the viscosity
and density; and use δ-functions to spread the interfacial force onto the fixed Eulerian grid.
Peskin[55] first used δ-functions in the immersed boundary method for fluid-solid interac-
tions in 1972. Since then this method has been widely adopted to the fluid-fluid interactions
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as well, such as in the VOF method and the level set method (continuum surface force (CSF)
method). Smoothing avoids the discontinuity across the interfaces, and generally makes the
implementations on a fix Eulerian grid straightforward. However, these methods increase
the thickness of the interface to several times of the grid size, which either requires fine
grids or lead to a too “blurred” interface. In contrast to the “smear-off” methods, the
sharp interface methods directly account for the discontinuity of fluid properties across the
interface in the discretizations of the fluid flow equations, and sharp fluid-fluid interfaces
are always maintained. However, under some situations (e.g. a droplet moves suddenly
in a static atmosphere), high frequency oscillations of velocity and pressure occur near
the fluid-fluid interface, which may cause numerical instabilities. These methods include
the immersed interface method (IIM)[38], the ghost fluid method (GFM)[25], both of which
were first applied to the fluid-fluid interactions and subsequently extended to fluid-structure
interactions[24, 87].
In contrast to the aforementioned methods, which all use a fixed Eulerian grid, and
the fluid-fluid interface is evolved on this grid. Some method meshes the fluid domain by
explicitly consider different fluids. For instance, Braess[9] applied the Arbitrary Lagrangian
Eulerian (ALE) to these problems. ALE method was originally designed for problems of
the fluid-structure interactions. Its advantages and disadvantages will be discussed in the
next section.
2.2.2 Fluid-structure interactions
The motion of solid is typically solved using finite element method (FEM) on an
unstructured Lagrangian mesh. FSI problems were first solved using FEM on a homoge-
neous mesh for both solid motion and fluid flow. Belytschko[5] developed the Arbitrary
Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) method of this type in 1982. Although the solid and fluid parts
are meshed on the same unstructured grid, they are meshed along the interface, i.e. interface
must not cross any mesh element, and treated differently because of the different characters
of the two models. The solid motion is modeled in Lagrangian forms of elastodynamic
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equations, and the fluid flow is modeled by Navier-Stokes equations, which are Eulerian
forms. The interactions are coupled by the continuity of the stress across the interface.
There are two limitations of this method. Firstly, the major difficulty of this method is the
re-meshing process as the interface moves, which is particularly costly in computations for
three-dimensional applications. Secondly, the FSI coupling is loose, i.e. fluid flow and solid
motion may predict different interface locations[87]. In order to gain better coupling, joint
solver of fluid flow and solid motion was developed by Hu et al.[31]. However the difficulty
of meshing and re-meshing along the fluid/solid interface remains.
To avoid the difficulties in ALE methods, FSI can also be modeled using mixed
Lagrangian-Eulerian methods. The solid motion and fluid flow are both modeled in com-
patible Eulerian formulas using the finite difference method. Thus the velocity is guaranteed
to be continuous. The Lagrangian mesh is then advanced according to the velocity field. The
stresses of the solid are solved on the Lagrangian mesh using FEM. The coupling between
the flow solver and the solid solver is treated differently in different methods. Here, we dis-
cuss three methods: (1) the immersed boundary method (IBM) developed by Peskin[55, 56].
Although the original method models the solid as a membrane, it has been widely adapted
to fluid-fluid interactions (See Section 2.2.1) and three-dimensional FSI problems[87]. In
IBM the fluid-structure interfacial force is simply transfered onto neighboring Eulerian grids
using δ-functions. The smearing-off process makes IBM stable in numerical computation.
However, the fluid-structure interface is not sharp due to the smearing. (2) Similar to
fluid-fluid interactions problems, Immersed Interface Method (IIM)[38] is used to model a
sharp fluid-structure interface by considering the discontinuity conditions across the fluid-
structure interface. Although in IIM the fluid-structure interface is kept sharp, the scheme
requires smaller time step, and is also sensitive to numerical perturbations. Moreover, in
IIM it is difficult to handle density difference across the fluid-structure interface. (3) Zhao
et al.[87] developed the force projection method. This method is similar to IBM but more
complicated. It maintains the momentum to be conserved when the interfacial force was
transferred onto the fixed Eulerian grid, and it reduces the smearing-off distance to be half
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of that of IBM.
2.3 Methods used in this study
Following Zhao et al.[87], the equation of solid motion is rewritten in an Eulerian
form and with several fluidic terms added. Because the fluidic terms u · ∇u, 1ρ∇p, and
1
ρ∇ (2µfD)a are much smaller than B, the original elastodynamic Equation (2.4) is solved
effectively. Thus the new equation is compatible to the incompressible NS equations (Equa-
tion 2.2). This compatibility of fluid and solid governing equations enables the whole system
to be solved in one set of equations. By doing so, the velocity field across the whole domain
is maintained naturally continuous. In summary, the fluid flow and solid motion is modeled
by one set of equations
∇ · u = 0 (2.6)
∂u
∂t
+ u · ∇u = −1
ρ
∇p+ 1
ρ
∇ (2µfD) + χsB+ g (2.7)
where χs is 1 if the location is in solid, and is 0 elsewhere. The computational domain is
discretized into a fixed Eulerian grid. The solid cell is discretized into a Lagrangian mesh.
The fluid-fluid interfaces are tracked using the level set method. The schematic in Figure
2.2 shows the modeling of different regions and interfacial grid points. The coupled fluid
dynamic and elastodynamic equations are solved using a combination of CSF/GFM and
IBM. At bulk grid points Equations (2.6, 2.7) are solved using finite difference method as a
single type of fluid flow with the local fluid properties. For the fluid-fluid interfacial points,
they are solved using CSF or GFM. For the fluid-structure interfacial points, they are solved
using IBM. The Lagrangian mesh is advanced by using the velocity interpolated from the
Eulerian grid. In this section, the details of fluid/solid solver and the coupling methods,
which are used in this study, will be discussed.
aThe viscosity is assumed to be the same as the droplet fluid µf .
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Figure 2.2: Cell printing illustration of computational domain
2.3.1 Navier-Stokes equations solver
The NS equations 2.1, 2.2 are solved using a semi-implicit fractional step method[86,
42]. The fractional method consists of two steps: a predictor step to obtain u∗ from un
(Equation 2.8) and a corrector step to compute un+1 (Equation 2.10), and in between a
Poisson equation is solved for pressure (Equation 2.9).
u∗ − un
∆t
=
1
2ρn+1/2
∇ · µn+1/2∇u∗ + 1
2ρn+1/2
∇ · µn+1/2∇un
− un+1/2 · ∇un+1/2 + g + Fn+1/2 + χsBn+1/2 + Sn+1/2 (2.8)
∇ · 1
ρn+1/2
∇p = ∇ · u
∗
∆t
(2.9)
un+1 − u∗
∆t
= − ∇p
ρn+1/2
(2.10)
In the predictor step (Equation 2.8), Fn+1/2 is fluid-fluid interfacial force, which is only
defined for the fluid-fluid interfacial points; Bn+1/2 = ∇ · τ elas is the solid inner stress
term, which is only valid for grid points which are inside the Lagrangian mesh; Sn+1/2 is
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the fluid-structure interfacial force, which is only valid for fluid-structure interfacial points.
These three terms will be described in details in Sections 2.3.3, 2.3.4.
The predictor step involves 2 linear systems of unknown variables – velocities for
two-dimensional problems ux, uy and three-dimensional axisymmetric problems ur, uz. For
both two-dimensional and three-dimensional axisymmetric problems, we denote the veloci-
ties in the two directions as u and v, respectively. The Poisson equation has 1 linear system
of the unknown variable – pressure p; and the corrector step is explicit and straightforward.
An open source direct solver UMFPACK[18, 17, 20, 19] was used to solve these linear
systems. The two dimensional computational domain is discretized into a fixed uniform
Eulerian grid. Two different grids were used in this study. For CSF, a staggered grid[69]
is used (See Figure 2.5), while for GFM, a non-staggered grid[86] is used (See Figure 2.8).
The discretization details on these two grids are described in Section 2.3.3. However, for
both staggered and non-staggered grids, the velocities u = (u, v) are on the same location.
Unless otherwise mentioned, the differential terms in Equations (2.8-2.10) are discretized
using second order central finite difference schemes for all the bulk grid points (See Figure
2.2). For a variable U , ∂U∂x and
∂2U
∂x2
are discretized using
∂U
∂x
∣∣∣∣∣
i,j
=
Ui+1,j − Ui−1,j
2∆x
(2.11)
∂2U
∂x2
∣∣∣∣∣
i,j
=
Ui−1,j − 2Ui,j + Ui+1,j
∆x2
(2.12)
The advection term un+1/2 ·∇un+1/2 in the predictor step is computed by marching
un for a half time step i.e. 12∆t. The algorithm for this process is another predictor-corrector
scheme; however, it is an explicit scheme and based on an unsplit Godunov scheme[14, 69].
(1) un+1/2 is computed on cell faces with left and right values in x-direction, or up and
down in y-direction, which is based on different initial grid points, i.e. u
n+1/2,L
i+1/2,j , u
n+1/2,R
i+1/2,j
u
n+1/2,B
i,j+1/2 and u
n+1/2,T
i,j+1/2 are based on expansion from u
n
ij, u
n
i+1,j, u
n
i,j , and u
n
i,j+1, respectively.
The computation of u
n+1/2,L
i+1/2,j and u
n+1/2,R
i+1/2,j is shown in Equations (2.13, 2.14). Similarly,
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u
n+1/2,B
i,j+1/2 and u
n+1/2,T
i,j+1/2 are computed in y-direction.
u
n+1/2,L
i+1/2,j = u
n
ij + (
∆x
2
− u
n
ij∆t
2
)ux,ij − ∆t
2
(̂vuy)ij +
∆t
2
g
+
∆t
2
[
−∇p
n−1/2
ij
ρnij
+
(∇ · µn∇un
ρn
)
ij
+Fnij + χsB
n
ij + S
n
ij
]
(2.13)
u
n+1/2,R
i+1/2,j = u
n
i+1,j − (
∆x
2
+
uni+1,j∆t
2
)ux,i+1,j − ∆t
2
(̂vuy)i+1,j +
∆t
2
g
+
∆t
2
[
−∇p
n−1/2
i+1,j
ρni+1,j
+
(∇ · µn∇un
ρn
)
i+1,j
+ Fni+1,j + χsB
n
i+1,j + S
n
i+1,j
]
(2.14)
where ux and uy are computed a monotonicity-limited slope scheme which is a fourth-order
method[14]. For one variable q on one dimension on x-direction with the index i, dqdx is
evaluated in the following steps:
δmqi =


min(|qi+1 − qi|, |qi − qi−1|)× 2 if (qi+1 − qi)(qi − qi−1) > 0
0 otherwise
(2.15)
δfqi = min
( |qi+1 − qi−1|
2
, δmqi
)
sgn(qi+1 − qi−1) (2.16)
δqi = min
(
2
3
|qi+1 − 1
4
δfqi+1 − qi−1 − 1
4
δfqi−1|, δmqi
)
sgn(qi+1 − qi−1) (2.17)(
dq
dx
)
i
=
δqi
∆x
(2.18)
To prepare the right hand side of pressure Poisson equation, u
n+1/2
i+1/2,j is evaluated based on
u
n+1/2,L
i+1/2,j and u
n+1/2,R
i+1/2,j
u
n+1/2
i+1/2,j =


uL, if uL > 0 and uL + uR > 0
0, if uL ≤ 0, uR ≥ 0, or uL + uR = 0
uR, if uR < 0 and uL + uR < 0
(2.19)
Similarly, v
n+1/2
i,j+1/2 is evaluated based on v
n+1/2,B
i,j+1/2 and v
n+1/2,T
i,j+1/2 .
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(2) A pressure Poisson equation is solved.
∇
(
1
ρn
∇p
)
= ∇ · un+1/2 (2.20)
(3) In the corrector step, uADVi+1/2,j and v
ADV
i,j+1/2 are computed using the pressure data from
the last step.
uADVi+1/2,j = u
n+1/2
i+1/2,j −
1
ρni+1/2,j
(∇xp)i+1/2,j (2.21)
vADVi,j+1/2 = v
n+1/2
i,j+1/2 −
1
ρni,j+1/2
(∇yp)i/2,j+1 (2.22)
(4) u
n+1/2
i+1/2,j and u
n+1/2
i,j+1/2 are determined by u
ADV and vADV , respectively.
u
n+1/2
i+1/2,j =


uL, if uADV > 0
1
2(u
L + uR), if uADV = 0
uR, if uADV < 0
(2.23)
u
n+1/2
i,j+1/2 =


uB , if vADV > 0
1
2(u
B + uT ), if vADV = 0
uT , if vADV < 0
(2.24)
(5) Finally, the advection term is
(u · ∇u)n+1/2i,j =
1
∆x
uADVi+1/2,j + u
ADV
i−1/2,j
2
(u
n+1/2
i+1/2,j − u
n+1/2
i−1/2,j)
+
1
∆y
vADVi,j+1/2 + v
ADV
i,j−1/2
2
(u
n+1/2
i,j+1/2 − u
n+1/2
i,j−1/2) (2.25)
2.3.2 Fluid-fluid interface capturing – level set method
The fluid-fluid interfaces (water–air, water–pool, and pool–air) are traced using the
level set method. In this method, a level set function denoted as φ is used to describe an
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interface of two immiscible fluids. Firstly, it is a continuous signed distance function over
the whole domain. Secondly, the zero contour of a level set function is the location of the
interface. Thirdly, A negative value denotes that the grid point is inside an interface, while
positive means outside. Moreover, the magnitude of the level set function is the distance
from the grid point to the interface. For both staggered and non-staggered grids, the level
set functions are stored on the same location of velocity. Figure 2.3 shows a level set function
φ(x, y) =
√
x2 + y2 − 1. The signed distance functions have a special property |∇φ| = 1,
x
y
φ=
√
x2 +y2 −1
φ<0
φ>0
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Figure 2.3: An illustration of a level set function as a signed distance function: (a) the zero
contour – an interface described by level set function φ(x, y) =
√
x2 + y2 − 1; (b) the same
level set function on x direction when y=0; notice that the angle of level set function with
x-axis are 45◦ and 135◦ near the interfaces, which is a character of signed distance functions.
by which the geometry calculation is simplified
~N =
∇φ
|∇φ| =⇒
~N = ∇φ (2.26)
κ = ∇ · ~N =⇒ κ = ∇2φ (2.27)
where ~N is the normal direction, κ is the curvature.
In cell printing, there are three types of fluid – water, pool, air. So three level set
functions are used to handle the interfaces. We denote them using a vector ~φ = {φ1, φ2, φ3}.
The negative region of φ1 represents water, that of φ2 represents pool, and that of φ3
represents air. In principle, two level set functions are enough to trace all the fluid-fluid
interfaces in this problem. However, three functions were introduced into this study to
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generalize the modeling process. φ1 and φ2 are calculated using
φ1(~x) = max( φ1(~x), −φ3(~x)) (2.28)
φ2(~x) = max(−φ1(~x), −φ3(~x)) (2.29)
in which Equation (2.28) means the water region is modified by removing air from the
current water region, and Equation (2.29) means the region of pool is computed at each
time step as a region where neither water nor air occupies. Because the level set functions
may mismatch with each other during time marching, Equations (2.28, 2.29) are necessary
to ensure that there is no overlap nor gap of fluids. In Sussman et al.’s work[68], similar
operations had been used to handle three types of fluids. In Osher and Fedkiw’s book Level
Set Methods and Dynamic Implicit Surfaces[51], the concepts of level set functions’ Boolean
operations are briefly described. Figure 2.4 illustrates two Boolean operations of level set
functions.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.4: Boolean operations of two level set functions, φ1 and φ2, which represent an
area Ai where φi ≤0 (i=1,2), respectively: (a) intersection operation A1 ∩A2: min(φ1, φ2);
(b) union operation A1 ∪A2: max(φ1, φ2).
An interface, which is defined by one level set function, is evolved by solving a
convection equation according to the velocity field
∂φ
∂t
+ u · ∇φ = 0 (2.30)
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After several marching steps the level set function will no longer be a signed distance
function. This issue is resolved using a reinitializing process. The reinitialization equation
was first proposed by Rouy and Tourin[62]. The improved version by Sussman et al.[70]
and Peng et al.[54] is
∂φ
∂τ
+ S(φ0)(|∇φ| − 1) = 0 (2.31)
where S(φ) =
φ√
φ2 + |∇φ|2(∆x)2 (2.32)
This process maintains the zero contour by the definition of S(φ) in Equation (4.22), which
means the interface is not changed. The τ in this equation is a pseudo-time. Reinitialization
process will continue marching in pseudo-time τ until the level set function reaches the
steady state, i.e. |∇φ| = 1, which usually takes 10-20 pseudo-time steps. The pseudo-time
step ∆τ is determined by CFL condition, i.e. ∆τ ≤ ∆x2|u| . The reinitialization process is
used practically every 2-4 time steps, which is enough for accuracy considerations.
In this study, the advection term u · ∇φ in Equation (2.30) is discretized using
Hamilton-Jacobi weighted essentially nonoscillatory (HJ-WENO) scheme[33]. It is a fifth
order upwind scheme which contains three weighted third order upwind HJ-ENO schemes.
The algorithm of HJ-WENO scheme uses six grid points to compute one first order deriva-
tives such as ∂φ∂x . It is an upwind scheme so that which six points are used is determined
by the direction of the velocity. Here we use x direction to describe this algorithm. Finite
difference operator D− is defined as
D−x φi,j =
φi,j − φi−1,j
∆x
(2.33)
Next we define five variables d1, d2, d3, d4, d5 based on D
−
if u > 0 , d1 = D
−
x φi−2,j , d2 = D
−
x φi−1,j ,
d3 = D
−
x φi,j , d4 = D
−
x φi+1,j , d5 = D
−
x φi+2,j (2.34)
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if u ≤ 0 , d1 = D−x φi−1,j , d2 = D−x φi,j ,
d3 = D
−
x φi+1,j , d4 = D
−
x φi+2,j , d5 = D
−
x φi+3,j (2.35)
Thus three HJ-ENO approximations are determined as
φx,1 =
d1
3
− 7d2
6
+
11d3
6
, (2.36)
φx,2 = −d2
6
+
5d3
6
+
d4
6
, (2.37)
φx,3 =
d3
3
+
5d4
6
− d5
6
(2.38)
HJ-WENO approximation for φx is
φx = ω1φx,1 + ω2φx,2 + ω3φx,3 (2.39)
Following Liu et al.[33]’s work, the weights ωi are computed from a optimization process.
The computation scheme is : (1) estimating the smoothness of di(i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
S1 =
13
12
(d1 − 2d2 + d3)2 + 1
4
(d1 − 4d2 + 3d3)2 , (2.40)
S2 =
13
12
(d2 − 2d3 + d4)2 + 1
4
(d2 − d4)2 , (2.41)
S3 =
13
12
(d3 − 2d4 + d5)2 + 1
4
(3d3 − 4d4 + d5)2 (2.42)
(2) computing the weights αi(i = 1, 2, 3)
α1 =
0.1
(S1 + )2
, α2 =
0.6
(S2 + )2
, α3 =
0.3
(S3 + )2
(2.43)
where  = 10−6 max
1≤i≤5
{d2i }+ 10−99 (2.44)
(3) normalizing the weights
ω1 =
α1
α1 + α2 + α3
, ω2 =
α2
α1 + α2 + α3
, ω3 =
α3
α1 + α2 + α3
(2.45)
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The level set equation 2.30 and reinitialization equation 4.22 are integrated using
the third order total variation diminishing (TVD) Runge-Kutta (RK) scheme[66]. The
TVD-RK3 time marching of Equation (2.30) is given by
φ˜n+1 − φn
∆t
= −un · ∇φn (2.46)
φ˜n+2 − φ˜n+1
∆t
= −un · ∇φ˜n+1 (2.47)
φ˜n+
1
2 =
3
4
φn +
1
4
φ˜n+2 (2.48)
φ˜n+
3
2 − φ˜n+ 12
∆t
= −un · ∇φ˜n+ 12 (2.49)
φn+1 =
1
3
φn +
2
3
φ˜n+
3
2 (2.50)
The TVD-RK3 implementation of Equation (4.22) is done in a similar way. The afore-
mentioned level set procedures, e.g. HJ-WENO scheme, TVD-RK3 time marching, reini-
tialization, have been implemented by Chu and Prodanovic[13] in an open source package
LSMLIB. This package is used in this study.
2.3.3 Fluid-fluid interactions
While the level set method is a technique to capture fluid-fluid interfaces, CSF and
GFM are two techniques for incorporating fluid-fluid interactions into the NS equations, as
we introduced in Section 2.2.1. In this section, we describe the physical meanings and major
deriving steps of these methods and the discretized NS equations based on these methods.
In continuum surface force (CSF) method, not only the interfacial force is smeared
off in a narrow band region near an interface, but also viscosity and density are made
continuous across an interface. This is a natural and simple way to handle discontinuity
in finite difference methods, because the finite difference schemes are designed for solving
PDE or ODE in continuous variable spaces. For any fluid property λ (e.g. µ, ρ), its value
is computed as
λ =
∑3
i=1 λiH(−φi)∑3
i=1H(−φi)
(2.51)
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in which H(φ) is the Heaviside function given by
H(φ) =


0 if φ < −ε
1
2
[
1 + φε +
1
pisin
(
piφ
ε
)]
if −ε ≤ φ ≤ ε
1 if φ > ε
(2.52)
Note that this equation is applicable to the entire domain. However, only the grid points
near any interface, i.e. at which for any level set function φk: |φk| < ε, have been smeared
off. The value of ε is usually around 2∆x. In principle, when computing the fluid density
near interfaces, one can smear off either ρ or 1ρ . However, we noticed that, in practice, by
smearing off ρ, the interface across which large density ratio occurs behaves more like the
denser fluid. This ensures the correct behavior of the fluid-fluid interface.
For CSF, a special staggered grid is used rather than the standard staggered grid
(MAC grid). The staggered grid is shown in Figure 2.5 following the work of Sussman et
al.[69]. In this staggered grid, the pressure is located in the center of a control volume,
u u upi− 12 ,j+ 12 pi+ 12 ,j+ 12 pi+ 32 ,j+ 12
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d
d
d
d
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2
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d dd d
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2
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2
ρi+2,j+ 1
2
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ui−1,j+1 ui,j+1 ui+1,j+1 ui+2,j+1
Figure 2.5: The staggered grid used in CSF method
while the velocities u and v are both located at the corners of each control volume (Figure
2.5). The level set functions ~φ, viscosity µ and density ρ are also defined on the corners.
These definitions will assure a relatively small smearing-off distance ε compared to the
non-staggered grid.
Because of the smearing-off process, viscosity and density become non-uniform near
fluid-fluid interfaces. Thus the viscous term in the predictor equation and the right hand
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side of pressure Poisson equation must be treated specially in the interfacial regions. The
second order derivative terms such as ∂∂x
(
µ∂u∂x
)
, ∂∂x
(
1
ρ
∂p
∂x
)
are discretized on the staggered
grid (Figure 2.5) with the consideration of the smearing-off properties
∂
∂x
(
µ
∂u
∂x
)
i,j
=
µi+ 1
2
,j
ui+1,j−ui,j
∆x − µi− 1
2
,j
ui,j−ui−1,j
∆x
∆x
(2.53)
∂
∂x
(
1
ρ
∂p
∂x
)
i+ 1
2
,j+ 1
2
=
1
ρ
i+1,j+1
2
p
i+3
2
,j+1
2
−p
i+1
2
,j+1
2
∆x − 1ρ
i,j+1
2
p
i+1
2
,j+1
2
−p
i−1
2
,j+1
2
∆x
∆x
(2.54)
where the viscosity and density on the center of a volume face are interpolated from the
values of corresponding corners
µi− 1
2
,j =
1
2
(µi,j + µi−1,j) , µi+ 1
2
,j =
1
2
(µi,j + µi+1,j) (2.55)
ρi,j+ 1
2
=
1
2
(ρi,j + ρi,j+1) , ρi+1,j+ 1
2
=
1
2
(ρi+1,j + ρi+1,j+1) (2.56)
As we mentioned earlier, in CSF the fluid-fluid interactions are smeared off near the
interface. The surface force F is described using the δ-function (Equation 2.57)
F = −1
ρ
σκ(φ)δ(φ)∇φ (2.57)
where σ is the surface tension, κ = ∇2φ the curvature and ∇φ the normal direction of the
interface. Numerically δ(φ) is defined as a smoothed function in a narrow band of 2ε across
the fluid-fluid interface (cf. Equation 4.14).
δ(φ) =


0 if φ < −ε
1
2ε
[
1 + cos
(
piφ
ε
)]
if −ε ≤ φ ≤ ε
0 if φ > ε
(2.58)
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Note that δ function is the first order derivative of Heaviside function.
dH
dφ
= δ(φ) (2.59)
Although the interface is smeared off in a range 2ε usually around 4∆x, the basic structure
of the NS equations are not changed, and this allows for easy numerical implementation.
To reduce the numerical error associated with smearing off the fluid-fluid interface, one can
refine the grids locally near the interface to acquire sharper interface[69], and this may be
implemented in the future.
Ghost Fluid Method (GFM) is a sharp interface method. In GFM, neither fluid
property nor interfacial force is smeared off near the fluid-fluid interface. The NS equations
are discretized strictly according to the discontinuous character of multiphase incompressible
flow. In GFM, one imagines some ghost grid points near the interface on both sides (See
Figure 2.6). The flow variables, e.g. p, µf
∂u
∂x , are reconstructed based on the jump conditions
x or y axis
flo
w 
va
ria
bl
e 
U
Interface
ghost point
ghost point
U
right
Uleft
Figure 2.6: One-dimensional illustration of ghost fluid grid points
and stored on the ghost grids near the fluid-fluid interfaces. Fedkiw et al.[25] derived the
jump conditions for variables of fluid flow. The jump notation (See Figure 2.6) is defined
as
[U ] = Uright − Uleft (2.60)
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The jump conditions are
[u] = [v] = 0 (2.61)
 [µux] [µuy]
[µvx] [µvy]

 = [µ]

 ∇u
∇v



 ~0
~T


T 
 ~0
~T

+ [µ] ~NT ~N

 ∇u
∇v

 ~NT ~N
− [µ]

 ~0
~T


T 
 ~0
~T



 ∇u
∇v


T
~NT ~N (2.62)
[p] = σκ+ 2 [µ]
(
∇u · ~N,∇v · ~N
)
· ~N (2.63)
Although [px/ρ], [py/ρ] are nonzero, in the pressure Poisson equation these two jump con-
ditions are treated as zero. Because the NS equations are continuous across the interface,
the divergence operation over NS equations can be done without considering the jump con-
ditions. The divergence operation over NS equations is exactly how the pressure Poisson
equation is derived[25].
The second order derivatives such as ∂∂x
(
µ∂u∂x
)
, ∂∂x
(
1
ρ
∂p
∂x
)
in the NS equations are
discretized specially for the interfacial grids. Although this increases the complexity of im-
plementation, the fluid-fluid interface is treated sharply. Since high frequency fluctuations
of velocity and pressure are occasionally observed near the interface, the time step usually
is smaller than CSF. Liu et al.[41] summerized the discretization of various terms in the NS
equations including the solid boundary and the interfacial boundaries within two neighbor-
ing grid points in one direction. Their generalized procedure of discretization was used in
our study (See Figure 2.7)
r r r
i-1 i i+1
fluid− fluid0 fluid+
-ff
∆x · χ−
-ff
∆x · χ+
Figure 2.7: Grid points near the interfaces
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φ0 = φi,j , φ+x = φi+1,j , φ−x = φi−1,j , φ+y = φi,j+1 , φ−y = φi,j−1(2.64)
β0 = βi,j , β+x = βi+1,j , β−x = βi−1,j , β+y = βi,j+1 , β−y = βi,j−1 (2.65)
χ±x =


|φ0|
|φ0|+|φ±x| if fluid±x 6= fluid0
1 if fluid±x = fluid0
(2.66)
χ±y =


|φ0|
|φ0|+|φ±y| if fluid±y 6= fluid0
1 if fluid±y = fluid0
(2.67)
A±x = β±xχ±x + β0(1− χ±x), A±y = β±yχ±y + β0(1− χ±y) (2.68)
B±x =
χ±xβ±x
A±x
, B±y =
χ±yβ±y
A±y
(2.69)
C±x =
χ±x(1− χ±x)∆x
A±x
, C±y =
χ±y(1− χ±y)∆y
A±y
(2.70)
S±x =
β0β±x
A±x∆x2
, S±y =
β0β±y
A±y∆y2
(2.71)
T±x =
β0(1− χ±x)
A±x∆x
, T±y =
β0(1− χ±x)
A±y∆y
(2.72)
(βΨx)x|i,j = S+xΨi+1,j − (S+x + S−x)Ψi,j + S−xΨi−1,j
+S+x[Ψ]+x − T+x[βΨx]+x + S−x[Ψ]−x − T−x[βΨx]−x (2.73)
(βΨy)y|i,j = S+yΨi,j+1 − (S+y + S−y)Ψi,j + S−yΨi,j−1
+S+y[Ψ]+y − T+y[βΨy]+y + S−y[Ψ]−y − T−y[βΨy]−y (2.74)
χx = χ−x + χ+x , D± =
B±x
χx∆x
(2.75)
E =
−B−x[Ψ]−x + C−x[βΨx]−x +B+x[Ψ]+x − C+x[βΨx]+x
χx∆x
(2.76)
Ψx|i,j = −D−Ψ−x + (D− −D+)Ψ0 +D+Ψ+x + E (2.77)
where β represents µ and 1/ρ, Ψ represents u, v and p, respectively. In GFM, the non-
staggered grid[70] is used, in which the velocities u, v, pressure p, and level set functions ~φ
are on the same grid points (See Figure 2.8). This is different from the CSF method.
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Figure 2.8: The non-staggered grid used in GFM method
2.3.4 Fluid-structure interactions
In two-dimensional flows, the fluid-fluid interface is one-dimensional curve. However,
solid structures in two-dimensional flows are still two-dimensional. While the fluid-fluid
interface can be traced by a level set function, for the structure, all the connectivities of mesh
nodes inside the solid must be taken care of. Hence, we adopt a two-dimensional six-nodal
triangular mesh to describe the cell. In our study, the structure is a half circle in cylindrical
coordinate systems. Figure 2.9 shows the Lagrangian mesh of the cell with a symmetric
image on the left. Therefor, in the simulation of cell printing, the entire system has two
meshes: a fixed uniform Eulerian grid and an unstructured six-nodal triangular Lagrangian
mesh. To solve the elastodynamics of the cell, we need (1) to march the Lagrangian mesh
using the flow velocity; (2) to solve the structure inner stress and interfacial force using the
neo-Hookean law (Equation 2.5); and (3) to transfer the inner stress and interfacial force
onto the Eulerian grid and eventually into the predictor equation Equation (2.8).
While the velocity field is defined and computed on the Eulerian mesh, to march the
Lagrangian mesh, one needs to interpolate the velocity on the Lagrangian mesh from the
Eulerian mesh. For any Lagrangian node, one first identifies a rectangular Eulerian control
volume which encloses the node. The bilinear interpolation method is used to interpolate the
velocity onto the Lagrangian mesh. Then the Lagrangian mesh is marched by the standard
fourth order Runge-Kutte method. Because the solid Lagrangian mesh is marching using
the velocity interpolated from the Eulerian grid, and the implementation of neo-Hookean
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Figure 2.9: Lagrangian mesh of a cell in resting shape: only the right portion is meshed;
the left portion of the mesh is shown for visualization purpose.
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Figure 2.10: Lagrangian mesh of a cell in deformed shape: only the right portion is meshed;
the left portion of the mesh is shown for visualization purpose.
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law can not resist local expansion or contraction. Therefore, the incompressibility of solid
must be enforced separately. Zhao et al.[87] derived an algorithm to enforce the solid
incompressibility. Based on the equation of incompressibility condition detA = det ∂x∂X = 1,
Zhao et al.[87] suggested a correction g = (gx, gy) on x so that det
∂(x+g)
∂X = 1. Two equations
was derived for each Lagrangian node
∂gx
∂x
− (detA)−1 + 1 = 0 (2.78)
∂gy
∂y
− (detA)−1 + 1 = 0 (2.79)
To seek the smallest correction, Zhao et al.[87] gave a minimum functional
I =
∑
α
|gα|2
2Aα
+
∑
e
1
2Ae
∫
e
(∑
l
∇N el · gel − (detA)−1 + 1
)2
dx (2.80)
where α is nodal index, Aα is the area of all the elements around the node α, e is the
triangular element’s index, Ae is the area of element e, l is the local nodal index of element
e. The minimum value of this functional is given by ∂I∂gα = 0. This results in a symmetric
positive-definite linear system
gα
Aα
+
∑
e
1
Ae
∫
e
∑
l
∇N αl (∇N el · gel )dx =
∑
e
1
Ae
∫
e
∑
l
∇N αl ((detA)−1 − 1)dx (2.81)
This linear system is solved at each time step using the UMFPACK[18, 17, 20, 19] direct
solver. Hence, the incompressibility of the solid cell is ensured.
Finite element method is used to discretize the neo-Hookean equations on the La-
grangian mesh to compute the stress. All the elements are mapped to an isoparametric
element on isoparametric coordinates ξ = (ξ, η) (Figure 2.11). The deformation tensor of
the solid is
A =
∂x
∂ξ
(
∂X
∂ξ
)−1
=

 ∂x∂ξ ∂x∂η
∂y
∂ξ
∂y
∂η



 ∂X∂ξ ∂X∂η
∂Y
∂ξ
∂Y
∂η


−1
(2.82)
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where
∂x
∂ξ
=
∑
j
xej
∂N ej (ξ, η)
∂ξ
(2.83)
∂x
∂η
=
∑
j
xej
∂N ej (ξ, η)
∂η
(2.84)
Substituting Equation (2.82) into Equation (2.5), one solves the stress τ for all the trian-
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Figure 2.11: Schematic of isoparametric mapping
gular elements. However, these elemental values of stress τ are not spatially continuous.
Since these non-smooth stress terms will cause numerical instabilities in the NS solver,
a smoothing operation must be done to the stress. Zienkiewicz-Zhu (ZZ) recovery patch
algorithm[88] was designed to the solve this issue. ZZ patch uses second order polynomials
to fit the data locally in each group of neighboring elements. Groups of elements are de-
termined for each inner nodes according to the topological information of the Lagrangian
mesh. Thus nodal values of τ are computed using ZZ patch. The elemental values of ∇ · τ
are computed also using isoparametric mapping based on the nodal stress τ . ZZ patch is
used to compute the nodal values of ∇ · τ as well.
After computations of τ and ∇ · τ , two types of force are transfered from the
Lagrangian mesh unto the Eulerian grid:
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(1) inner stress
B = ∇ · τ elas (2.85)
This term is directly added to the NS equation for the Eulerian grid points which are inside
the Lagrangian mesh. The PNPOLY algorithm written by W. R. Franklin [26, 65] was used
to determine which Eulerian grids are inside any Lagrangian triangular element.
(2) interfacial force (using IBM)
S(x) =
∫
Γ
−τ elas · n δ (x− r(s)) ds (2.86)
=
∫
Γ
−τ elas · n δ (x− rx(s)) δ (y − ry(s)) ds (2.87)
≈
∑
k
−τ kelas · nk δ (x− rxk) δ
(
y − ryk
)
∆sk (2.88)
where s is a curvilinear coordinate parameter along the solid interface Γ, r(s) is the interface
location in global coordinates, n is the normal direction on the interface, x is the location
of a Eulerian grid point, k is the index of the solid interfacial points, an interfacial point
k owns a piece of interface and ∆sk is its length. The δ-function is defined the same as in
Equation (4.14). The interfacial force Equation (2.88) is added into the NS equations for
those Eulerian grids near the fluid-structure interface.
2.3.5 Time marching
We use forward Euler method to march the fluid/solid flow. The time step size is
subject to the Courant constraint condition[35, 87]
∆t
(
C +
√
C2 + 4G2 + 4F 2 + 4S2
2
)
≤ 1 (2.89)
where C =
|u|max
∆x
+
|v|max
∆y
, G =
√
gy
∆y
, S =
3
hs
√
µs
ρs
(2.90)
F =
√
σ|κmax|
ρmin(min{∆x,∆y})2 (2.91)
where hs is the smallest length of all the triangular mesh elements.
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Chapter 3
Validations of Numerical Methods
Based on the methods described in the last sections, two software packages have
been developed: LS-CFD and LibFEM-IB. LS-CFD is a complete software containing a
multiphase Navier-Stokes solvers in which level set methods are used to capture the fluid-
fluid interfaces and the CSF and GFM are used to solve the fluid-fluid interactions. LibFEM-
IB is a library package which implements the solid stress evaluations using FEM, and
Lagrangian-Eulerian mesh combination and the immersed boundary method. LS-CFD calls
procedures in LibFEM-IB, which enables us to study multiphase CFD with immersed elastic
bodies. In this section, we study several canonical problems to validate these softwares.
3.1 Fluid-fluid interactions
3.1.1 Hagen-Poiseuille flow
fluid A fluid B
Axle
  
  
  
  
wall
Figure 3.1: A schematic of a Hagen-Poiseuille flow simulation
Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of the problem. Briefly, we consider axisymmetric
flow in round pipes to examine the NS solver and the level set methods. The computational
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domain is [0,1]mm×[0,0.1]mm in the radial and axial direction. An interface in z direction
at r = 0.5mm. Two types of fluid with the same viscosity and density are divided by the
interface. There is no surface tension between them. At t = 0, the system is static; the
gravity 9.8m/s2 in z direction drives the flow.
The computational domain is discretized into a 101 × 11 uniform grid. CSF and
GFM are both used to treat the fluid-fluid interactions. Since these two methods give the
same results, only one set of simulation results is presented here.
The present problem has an analytical solution. To derive the analytical solution,
the NS equations are simplified to one PDE
∂v
∂t
= ν
1
r
∂
∂r
(
r
∂v
∂r
)
+ g (3.1)
It is normalized by U = gR
2
4ν , L = R, T = R
2/ν to a dimensionless form
∂v˜
∂t˜
=
∂
∂r˜
(
r˜
∂v˜
∂r˜
)
+ 4 (3.2)
For simplicity of presentation, we use v, t, r, respectively here on. The initial and boundary
conditions are
t = 0 : v = 0 ; r = 0 :
v
r
= 0 ; r = 1 : v = 0 (3.3)
The steady state velocity of the fluid is given by
v = 1− r2 (3.4)
Using v = u+ (1− r2) to simplify Equation (3.2), an separable PDE is got
∂u
∂t
=
∂
∂r
(
r
∂u
∂r
)
(3.5)
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By the method of separation of variables, the analytical solution is
v = 1− r2 +
∞∑
n=1
An e
−Z2nt J0(Znr) (3.6)
where J0(r) is the first Bessel function
Zn is the solutions of J0(Zn) = 0 , and n = 1, 2, 3, 4, ...
An = −
∫ 1
0 (1− r2) J0(Znr) r dr∫ 1
0 [J0(Znr)]
2 r dr
Figure 3.2 shows the results of Hagen-Poiseuille simulation comparing with the an-
alytical solutions. The arithmetic progression terms were truncated after n = 30. Through
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Figure 3.2: Hagen-Poiseuille flow driven by gravity: (a) steady state velocity profile; (b)
axial velocity difference vs. time
this study case, the flow solver shows its good accuracy both in time and space.
3.1.2 Single static droplet
A single static droplet was studied to examine the level set methods. Figure 3.3
shows the schematic. The water droplet of diameter 2.9mm is immersed in a domain
17.4mm×8.7mm of air. Initially the droplet and air is at rest. The surface tension causes
an pressure jump across the water-air interface. The pressure inside the droplet is higher
than that of outside. The value of the jump is
∆p0 = σκ =
4σ
D
(3.7)
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Figure 3.3: A schematic of a static droplet simulation
CSF and GFM are used to solve the discontinuity in this problem. The domain is discretized
into the grids of 151×151 uniformly. The results are in the Figure 3.4 (a) and (b). The
relative error of the pressure jump (∆p−∆p0)/∆p0 is 0.1% and 0.01%, respectively. Notice
that CSF method smears off the discontinuity across the interface. There are 4 points
between the pressure jump across each interface. The reason is that the smear-off distance
ε is 2∆x. GFM is a sharp interface method; the pressure jump occurs exactly on the
interface. By this case, the solver shows its accuracy of treating fluid-fluid interactions.
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Figure 3.4: Pressure of a static droplet (a) results using CSF; (b) results using GFM.
3.1.3 Droplet droplet impact
Head-on droplet collision is an interesting phenomenon that was studied experimen-
tally by Ashgriz et al.[2], Qian et al.[58], and numerically by Rieber et al.[59], Tanguy et
al.[72]. In their studies two collision regimes were categorized: coalescence and separation.
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In the coalescence regime, two droplets will coalesce to become one droplet; in the separa-
tion regime, two droplets will merge into one and then separate to two again to depart in the
opposite direction of collision. Qian et al.[58] and Tanguy et al.[72] gave the same transition
condition consisting of Weber number (We = ρDU
2
σ ) and Ohnesorge number (Oh =
µ√
ρσL
)
relationship.
In this study, head-on collision in the coalescence region is studied. The simulation
condition is the same as Tanguy et al.[72]. Specifically, two ethanol droplets of diameter
0.4mm collide with each other in air. The axisymmetric domain is [0,0.5]mm×[0,1.5]mm.
The initial speed of each droplet is 0.2m/s, producing a relative impact velocity 0.4m/s.
The Weber number is 2.2 and the Ohnesorge number is 0.014. The density of ethanol is
791kg/m3, the viscosity is 1.2cP, and the surface tension of ethanol/air is 22.75mN/m.
In this study, GFM are used to treat the fluid-fluid interactions. The grid size is
41 × 121. Figure 3.5 shows the collision process by 8 frames, which reasonably agree with
the numerical results[72] (See Figure 3.6). The loss of volume is less than 1%. Eventually,
the coalescent droplet will stop moving and have a shape of sphere. This results show that
the models of fluid-fluid interactions are qualitatively correct.
3.1.4 Droplet pool impact
We next test the code for fluid-fluid interactions by studying the droplet pool impact.
Morton et al.[47] did both experimental and numerical study of droplet pool impact. In
their work, a water droplet of diameter 2.9mm is falling onto a water pool. The velocity
of the droplet is ∼1.55m/s at the very moment of impact. We use the same parameters
in this numerical study. Both CSF and GFM are tested in this case. The computational
domain is [0,17.4]mm×[0,17.4]mm in radial and axial direction. The height of the pool is
10.15mm. The grid size is 251×251. Figure 3.7 shows the impact process. The dimensionless
penetration depth is studied to compare with Morton et al.’s results.[47] Both the results
of CSF and GFM match well in quantities with the experimental data (See Figure 3.8).
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  0.16 ms   0.63 ms   1.22 ms   1.81 ms   2.44 ms   3.01 ms   3.58 ms   4.12 ms
Figure 3.5: Collision of two droplets using GFM
Figure 3.6: Collision of two droplets – results by Tanguy et al.[72]
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Figure 3.7: Droplet pool impact
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Figure 3.8: Penetration depth in droplet pool impact
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3.2 Fluid-structure interactions
Two simulations were studied to examine the solid solver: (1) A pure solid wall in
oscillation; (2) A cell in a lid-driven cavity. Both are in Cartesian coordinates.
3.2.1 Solid oscillation
In this study case, a solid wall occupies the whole computational domain [0,1]×[0,1]
(dimensionless units for all variables in this case). The shear modulus µs of solid is 0.1.
The solid boundary motion is clamped. Initially, the solid wall is static at its resting
shape. Only at t = 0, a divergence-free velocity field with stream function Ψ(x, y) =
0.25 sin[2pi(x− 0.5)] cos[2pi(y − 0.5)] is imposed onto the wall. The wall is then oscillating
until the viscous force dissipate the initial kinetic energy. The Eulerian grid size is 128×128.
The Lagrangian mesh is shown in Figure 3.9. The oscillation of the solid is also shown in
six frames. Eventually, the wall stops oscillating because of viscous dissipation and recover
its resting shape. This case demonstrates the solid solver and the coupling of Lagrangian
and Eulerian meshes.
   t=0.01    t=0.11    t=0.21
   t=0.31    t=0.51    t=0.61
Figure 3.9: Oscillation of pure elastic solid µs = 1.0
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3.2.2 A cell in a lid-driven cavity
A lid-driven cavity flow is a typical testing problem for NS solvers. In this study
case, a solid cell within a cavity is studied. The cavity size is [0,1]×[0,1] (dimensionless
units are used in this case). The solid’s radius is 0.2. Its shear modulus µs is 0.1 and 1.0 in
two different runs. Initially, the solid is centered at (0.6,0.5). The upper lid drives the fluid
at the velocity u = 1 in x-direction at t = 0. The computational domain is discretized to
a grid 128×128. The solid mesh is shown in Figures 3.10 and 3.11. These two figures also
show six frames of solid deformation and stream lines. This study case demonstrates the
implementations of fluid and solid interactions. Note that for higher shear modulus, the
cell deforms less.
3.3 Integrated fluid-fluid/-structure interactions
Previous simulations test the fluid-fluid and fluid-structure interactions separately.
Here the integrated case is studied – three-dimensional axisymmetric cell printing simula-
tion. A cell of diameter 60µm is laden in the center of a water droplet, whose diameter is
120µm. The cell/droplet is injected into the pool at a speed of 2m/s. The depth of the
pool is 70µm and the viscosity of the pool is 20cP. Figure 3.12 shows the three-dimensional
schematic of this case. The computational domain is [0,80]µm×[0,140]µm in radial and
axial direction. The Eulrian grid size is 161×181. The Lagrangian mesh is shown on the
top-right side of Figure 3.12. Because the pool is high viscous, smearing-off process will
cause air to be trapped between the droplet and pool. During the initial 10µs, GFM is
used to treat the fluid-fluid interaction. Afterward, CSF is used. Because the smearing-off
process can prevent fluid-structure interfacial force from accelerating the air. Figure 3.13
shows the state during the impact, when the cell is close to the maximum deformation.
Figure 3.14 shows the state when the impact is close to the end. Notice that the maximum
deformation of the cell may affect FEM accuracy. An analysis of the mesh quality is per-
formed. Figure 3.15(a) shows the mesh close to the maximum deformation. Figure 3.15
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t=4.86 t=9.65
t=14.17 t=18.91 t=28.58
t=0.00
Figure 3.10: Lid-driven cavity flow with cell µs = 0.1
t=3.56 t=7.11
t=10.66 t=14.17 t=21.31
t=0.00
Figure 3.11: Lid-driven cavity flow with cell µs = 1.0
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(b), (c) and (d) shows the quality indicators: aspect ratio, minimum angle and maximum
angle of the element inside the cell as a function of time along with the acceptable values
established by prior researchers[63].
3.4 Grid study for fluid-fluid/-structure interactions
The implementation of the numerical methods in our study described in Chapter
2 uses the uniform structured grid. In order to study whether grid-independent results
are obtained, here a series of grid study simulations are performed. Due to the research
interests in cell printing, two related problems have been studied: 1) a droplet-pool impact
simulation; 2) a cell printing simulation. The configurations of these two systems are
similar except containing cell or not, droplet height, and domain size. In the following, we
will discuss the detailed simulation configurations, initial conditions, different testing grid
systems and the observations.
3.4.1 Droplet-pool impact simulations
In these simulations, droplet-pool impact are studied with three types of fluids –
droplet, pool and air, in the absence of any solid body in the system. All simulations were
performed in an axisymmetric configuration illustrated in Figure 3.16. The simulation box
is 80µm×160µm, the pool height is 60.1µm, and the droplet, whose diameter is 60µm, is
centered at z=110.1µm. The droplet has the same density and viscosity as water; and the
pool has the same density as water and 20 times viscosity of water. The droplet and pool
have the same surface tension with the air, which is the same as water with air, which is
73mN/m. Note that there is no surface tension between droplet and pool. Gravitational
force 9.8m2/s is taking account in this simulation on the direction of negative z-axis. No-
slip boundary condition is applied on the upper and lower boundaries, an extrapolation
boundary condition [52] is applied on the right boundary, and the axisymmetric condition
is applied on the z-axis.
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Figure 3.12: A cell printing simulation before impact: the cell/droplet is impacting with
velocity 2m/s; initially, the cell is on its resting shape – a sphere; there is no stress within
the cell.
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Figure 3.13: A cell printing simulation during impact: the droplet deforms greatly; however,
the cell deforms less because of high shear modulus 10kPa; even though, the top side of the
cell is pushed downward.
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Figure 3.14: A cell printing simulation after impact: the cell almost recovers its resting
shape; the stress and the velocity of the cell is almost zero; the pool-air interface is almost
flat now; note that the blurred area on the pool surface is a thin layer of pool fluid upon
the water droplet (the image is blurred because of visualization limitations.)
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Figure 3.15: Mesh quality analysis in a cell printing simulation: (a) cell mesh close to the
maximum deformation; (b) aspect ratio of triangular elements vs. time (the acceptable
value is below 30); (c) minimum angle of triangular elements vs. time (the acceptable
value is above 2◦); (d) maximum angle of triangular elements vs. time (the acceptable
value is below 175◦).
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In the beginning, the entire system is static and a gravitational force 1012m/s2 is
applied to the system for 4.5×10−6µs. The droplet is accelerated to a speed of 4.5m/s, and
the Weber number of droplet reaches 16.6. At this point, the gravitational force is restored
to 9.8m/s2. The entire impact process takes ∼100µs.
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Figure 3.16: Computational domain of a droplet-pool impact simulation.
Based on these configuration and initial conditions, three grid systems have been
studied: 1) 101×201 (∆x=0.8), 2) 141×281 (∆x .=0.57) and 3) 161×321 (∆x=0.5). The
final surface contours and the revolution of penetration depth have been inspected. The
penetration depth is defined as the original pool surface location minus droplet low surface
location; and a positive value means that the droplet bottom is lower than the original
pool surface, and vice versa. After the droplet impacting into the pool, the surfaces deform
and evolve due to the competition of the inertia force and surface tension. Eventually, the
system reaches a steady state with a flat surface on the top for both the pool and droplet,
and a curved lower droplet-pool interface. Figure 3.17 shows these surface contours in
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steady state for these three different grids. From this figure, one can tell that three results
match well except the droplet brim, on which, results from the 141×281 and 161×321 grids
match well, however result based on the 101×201 grid has smaller droplet brim than other
two results. This also indicates that in the 101×201 case, the droplet loses more mass than
in the other finer grids. The mass losses for 101×201, 141×281 and 161×321 are 6%, 3%
and 3%, respectively. The reason why this inaccuracy occurs on the brim is that when in
the beginning stage of impact, the droplet brim has a sharp thin layer which needs a higher
resolution in that local region. The mass loss is a known issue of level set method, but in
many applications, this does not affect the accuracy of the simulations. In our study, the
droplet-pool impact simulation is of this catergory. Even though the mass loss is of the
range 3%-6%, the key features of the impact dynamics are fully captured. The penetration
depth results shown in Figure 3.18 further confirms this. It is an important indication in
droplet-pool impact dynamics. Results show that 141×281 and 161×321 are the same, and
101×201 has a little difference in the middle of the impact during the normalized time 2-3.
The final fluid-fluid interfaces and droplet penetration depths show that similar droplet-pool
impact simulations using grid size ∆x≤0.57 gives grid-independent results.
3.4.2 Cell printing simulations
Cell printing is the target system in this study. The computational configuration
is similar to the droplet-pool impact simulations in Section 3.4.1. In the following, only
the differences are introduced; those not mentioned are the same as the previous one. The
computational domain is 80µm×140µm; in which the droplet is centered at z=92.1µm (see
Figure 3.19). A cell with a diameter 30µm in its resting shape is laden in the center of
the droplet sphere. The cell is modelled as a solid spherical ball obeying neo-Hookean law,
with a shear modulus of 10kPa. Initially, the entire system is stationary. The droplet with
cell is accelerated to 4.5m/s in 4.5×10−6µs using a large gravity field 1012m/s2. Afterward,
a realistic gravity of 9.8m/s2 is restored. The impact begins with a Weber number 16.6.
Based on these configuration parameters, two different grid systems have been tested: 1)
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Figure 3.17: Surface contours of a droplet-pool impact simulation in three different grids,
101×201 (dash-dot lines), 141×281(dashed lines), 161×321 (solid lines); the upper surface
is of pool, and the lower one is of droplet.
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Figure 3.18: Penetration depth of a droplet-pool impact simulation in three different grids,
101×201 (dash-dot line), 141×281 (dashed line), 161×321 (solid line). The penetration is
normalized using the droplet diameter D=60µm; the time is normalized using the convective
time scale D/U , in which, U=4.5m/s is the impact velocity.
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161×281 and 2) 201×351. The grid details are shown in Table 3.1. Note that the coarse
grid in this series is the finest one in the droplet-pool impact series. The impact process
takes about 50µs, during which the cell deforms with the droplet and pool, and recovers
toward its resting shape in the late stage. Eventually, the cell stays under the pool surface
inside the droplet with the entire system being stationary.
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Figure 3.19: Computational domain of a cell printing simulation.
Table 3.1: Cartesian and Lagrangian meshes parameters in cell printing. Grid refers to
the Cartesian mesh, mesh refers to the Lagrangian mesh, and the minimal mesh size is the
minimal distance between two neighboring Lagrangian mesh nodes.
grid dimensions grid size mesh elements mesh nodes minimal mesh size
(µm) (µm)
161×321 0.5 851 1784 0.48
201×351 0.4 1377 2856 0.38
The penetration depths of the droplet and the cell from results using these two grids
are the same. The final surfaces are shown in Figure 3.20, in which all surfaces match well
for these two grids. The only difference is similar to what we observed on the droplet-pool
impact simulations that the droplet brim for coarse grid is a little shorter than that of the
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fine grid. The mass losses of the droplet are 4% and 2% for coarse and fine grids, respectively,
while the mass losses of cells are both less than 0.02%. For cell printing simulations, one
major indicator is the solid inner stresses. The von Mises stresses are shown in Figure 3.21.
It is defined as
σv =
√
(σrr − σθθ)2 + (σθθ − σzz)2 + (σzz − σrr)2 + 6σ2rz
2
(3.8)
in axisymmetric systems, in which (σrr, σrz, σθθ, σzz) is the stress tensor computed using
neo-Hookean law in this study. Results show that von Mises stresses match well during
almost the entire impact process (<40µs); however, afterward, in the coarse grid, the stress
reduces slower than the fine grid. Eventually, von Mises stress remains 0.8kPa for the
coarse grid and 0.4kPa for the fine grid. This is caused by the numerical noises introduced
in differentiation computations using FEM. This is an inherent issue in FEM that when
using it to compute derivatives, results are discontinuous. In this study and the study of
Zhao et al.[87], the ZZ patch is used to recover a continuous derivative field, which is discuss
in Section 2.3.4. However, there are still small random noises after the ZZ patch, of which
the average magnitude is constant for the Lagrangian mesh in the same application. When
using a finer Lagrangian mesh, this noise decreases. When the deformation of solid body
is large, the small noise does not lead to noticeable errors in solid body motion. When the
deformation of solid body approaches zero, such noise remains and create artificial residue
stress. In the present study, our main interest in the initial stage of the impact when the
solid stress is large, hence the noise is acceptable. In addition, the residue stress is small
(less than 2% of maximum stress) and considered acceptable.
In summary of grid study, for droplet-pool impact simulations, grid size ∆x≤0.5µm
will yield grid-independent results, in which there are 120 grid points across droplet diam-
eter. For cell printing simulations, grid size ∆x=0.4µm and mesh size hs∼∆x will yield
grid-independent results, in which 150 grid points across droplet diameter and 75 mesh
nodes across cell diameter.
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Figure 3.20: Surface contours of a cell printing simulation in two different grids, 161×281
(grid size ∆x=0.5, dashed lines), 201×351 (∆x=0.4, solid lines); the corresponding solid
mesh size (minimal distance between two triangular mesh nodes) hs=0.48, hs=0.38. The
upper surface is of pool; the lower surface is of droplet; and the cell surface is in between.
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Figure 3.21: Maximal von Mises stress of a cell printing simulation in two different grids,
161×281 (grid size ∆x=0.5, dashed lines), 201×351 (∆x=0.4, solid lines); the corresponding
solid mesh size (minimal distance between two triangular mesh nodes) hs=0.48, hs=0.38.
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Chapter 4
Solid Level Set Method Developed
in This Study
4.1 Introduction
Fluid-structure interactions (FSI) play an important role in many fields such as
swimming of small biological entities, cardiovascular circulation, and manipulation of bio-
logical entities using microfluidics. In the past decades, many numerical methods have been
developed to study this problem. Of the many methods developed, fixed grid methods such
as the immersed boundary method (IBM)[55] and the immersed interface method (IIM)[38]
are very popular. In these methods, the fluids are described on fixed Cartesian meshes and
elastic structures (typically fibers and membranes) are described by Lagrangian meshes.
The elastic structures are evolved through convection by fluid flow, and the coupling be-
tween the structure and fluid motion is accomplished by incorporating a singular surface
force originated from the deformation of solid structure into the Navier-Stokes (N-S) equa-
tions. The advantages of these methods include simplicity and versatility. In particular, (1)
the coupling between fluid and complex structure is straightforward; (2) re-meshing during
solution of fluid flow can often be avoided; (3) and efficient linear solvers are easy to be
adopted with fixed grids. Although many of these methods have been used to study fiber
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or membrane-like structures, fixed grid methods which can simulate interactions between
fluids and flexible solid bodies have also been developed. For example, Zhao, Freund and
Moser (ZFM)[87] recently proposed an efficient and accurate method that solves FSI prob-
lems involving flexible bodies using a unified equation of motion for both the solids and the
fluids. The key idea was to formulate a combined momentum equation in the entire simu-
lation domain, and the difference between the solids and fluids lies in the governing laws of
the stresses in them. The solid structure is discretized into a Lagrangian mesh to provide
the tracking of solids for computations of solid strains and stresses, which are subsequently
transfered to the fluid solver as body forces and surface forces using several methods. The
combined momentum equation was solved on the fixed mesh, and the computed fluid velocity
was used to convect the solid body. Two key challenges were encountered and successfully
resolved in the ZFM method. First, the solid stresses computed using finite element method
(FEM) are discontinuous across the neighboring elements, and using these stresses directly
in the momentum equation reduces numerical accuracy and potentially leads to instability.
Second, to march the solid structure, the flow velocity at the position of Lagrangian mesh
must be interpolated from that on the fixed fluid mesh. Since the interpolated velocity filed
is not necessarily divergence-free and the solid constitutive law itself does not prevent local
volume change, solid structure advected simply using the interpolated velocity could lead to
volume change, which eventually causes instability as evident from numerical simulations.
To resolve the first issue, the Zienkiewicz-Zhu (ZZ) patch[88] method is used to recover a
continuous solid stress field following the FEM stress calculation. To resolve the second is-
sue, a correction displacement is added to the displacement computed from fluid convection
to enforce the incompressibility condition. With these issues addressed, the ZFM’s method
has been used to solve several highly non-trivial FSI problems.
The ZFM method represents a significant step in the development of FSI method.
Nevertheless, several issues still remain. First, although the ZZ-patch and displacement
correction techniques help ensure the accuracy and stability of the ZFM method, they
considerably increase its computational complexity. Second, since the incompressibility of
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solid bodies is enforced by computing a displacement correction that yields the minimal
L2 norm of |detA − 1| (A is the deformation gradient tensor of the solid body), this
condition may not be enforced exactly at every point inside the simulation domain. Third,
re-meshing is still required when the solid body deforms significantly. Since generating
high-quality FEM mesh for three-dimensional objects with complex shape is a challenging
problem, such a requirement should preferably be avoided. To resolve these issues, one
possible approach is to solve the coupled fluid and structure motion in a pure Eulerian
framework. In such an approach, the solid object is not tracked using a Lagrangian mesh
but traced on the Cartesian mesh over which the fluid flow is solved. Consequently, the ZZ-
patch and displacement correction steps can be entirely avoided. The third issue can now
be alleviated by locally refining the Cartesian mesh, which is more straightforward than
re-meshing the FEM mesh. The major new challenge is how to compute the strain and
stress in the solid body without using explicit Lagrangian points to track the deformation
of a solid body with respect to its resting shape.
In this work, we develop a full Eulerian method, herein termed solid level set method
(SLS) method, for solving FSI problems. Only a fixed fluid mesh is used in the simulation,
and the dynamics of fluids and solids are modeled by the combined momentum equation
as in the ZFM method. The solid body is tracked by four level set functions: an interface
signed distance function for the contour of the solid body at the resting shape, an interface
signed distance function for the contour of the solid body at any given time, a reference
X-level set function and a reference Y -level set function for the interior of the solid body.
X- and Y - level set functions are marched using a special method, and are used to compute
the solid deformation and stresses. The method otherwise follows the same framework as
that of the ZFM method. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 4.2 we
present the physical and mathematical model for the FSI problem studied here; in Section
4.3 we present the numerical algorithm for the SLS method; in Section 4.4 we demonstrate
the effectiveness of the SLS method through two FSI problems; finally, conclusions are
presented in Section 4.5.
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4.2 Physical and mathematical model of fluid-structure in-
teractions
To demonstrate our proposed method, we consider a class of FSI problem sketched in
Figure 4.1. Specifically, the fluids are incompressible Newtonian multi-/single-fluid(s) with
different viscosities and densities. The solids are incompressible neo-Hookean elastic bodies
with a pseudo-viscosity. The density and pseudo-viscosity of the solids are the same as the
fluids in the system (if several fluids are present in the system, the solid density/viscosity
will be the same as the fluids in which the solid body is immersed).
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Figure 4.1: Physical model of a multi-fluids FSI system.
The fluid flow is governed by the Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible New-
tonian fluids,
∇ · u = 0 (4.1)
∂u
∂t
+ u · ∇u = −1
ρ
∇p+ 1
ρ
∇ · µf∇u+ g (4.2)
where, u is the vector of velocity, ρ is the fluid/solid density, µf is the fluid viscosity or the
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solid pseudo-viscosity, g is the gravity, and t is time. Neo-Hookean law is used to modeled
the solid, but other constitutive models can also be easily adopted. The motion of solid
body is governed by
∂2x
∂t2
= B (4.3)
in which B =
1
ρ
∇ · τ elas (4.4)
τ elas = µs
(
A ·AT − I) (4.5)
A =
∂x
∂X
(4.6)
where, X is the reference coordinates for any point in the solid body at the resting shape; x
is the current coordinates for the corresponding point; A is the deformation gradient tensor;
µs is the elastic modulus for neo-Hookean law; I is the identity matrix; τ elas is the elastic
stress tensor; and B is the solid body force.
The FSI problem sketched involves fluid-fluid interfacial interactions and fluid-
structure interactions. To solve the entire problem in a unified framework, the fluid-fluid
interactions will be modeled using the CSF method[8], and the fluid-structure interactions
will be modeled using the method developed by Zhao, Freund and Moser[87]. Consequently,
the fluid and solid dynamics are governed by
∇ · u = 0 (4.7)
∂u
∂t
+ u · ∇u = −1
ρ
∇p+ 1
ρ
∇ · µf∇u+ g
+ Fff + χB+ Fsf (4.8)
where the solid indicator function χ is 1 for region inside any solid body and 0 otherwise.
The fluid-fluid interactions in the multi-fluid systems are described using a surface force,
Fff = −1
ρ
σ κnff δff (4.9)
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in which, σ is the surface tension between two types of fluids, κ is the curvature of a fluid-
fluid interface, nff is the normal direction of fluid-fluid interface, and δff is the Dirac delta
function [77] to describe the fluid-fluid interface. The fluid-structure interaction is also
described as a surface force using a δ-function,
Fsf = −1
ρ
τ elas · nsf δsf (4.10)
Equations (4.4-4.6, 4.7-4.10) constitute the governing equations for the FSI problem sketched
in Figure 4.1 to be solved numerically.
4.3 Numerical algorithm
The FSI problem described above involves fluid-structure interactions and inter-
actions between different types of fluids. The problem is solved on staggered Cartesian
grids[69], in which density, viscosity and velocities are defined at the four corners of each
grid cell, and the pressure is defined at the center of the grid cell. Marching the system from
time step n to n+1 essentially involves four sub-steps: 1) resolving fluid-fluid interfaces and
computing fluid-fluid interactions terms in Equations (4.9), 2) resolving solid structures and
their deformation, and computing B and Fsf given by Equations (4.4-4.6, 4.10) to account
for the fluid-structure interactions, 3) marching fluid-fluid interfaces and solid structure to
time step n+1 using the fluid velocity at the time step n, and finally, 4) computing the fluid
velocity and pressure inside the entire domain at the time step n+1 by solving Equations
(4.7, 4.8). Below we provide details of each sub-step with a focus on sub-steps 2 and 3.
4.3.1 Resolving fluid-fluid interface and computing fluid-fluid interac-
tions
We use the level set method to keep track of the fluid-fluid interfaces[50, 64, 70, 51].
Briefly, a level set function φ is defined on an Eulerian mesh and used to describe a certain
region in the system (e.g., one type of fluid in a multi-fluids system) and its interface with
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other regions, e.g.
φ(x)


< 0, x is inside the region
= 0, x is on the interface
> 0, x is outside the region
(4.11)
Based on Equation (4.11), the fluid-fluid interface can be defined as the 0-level contour of
the level set function φ. Level set functions are usually defined as a signed distance function,
i.e., its value at a given point is taken as the closest distance of this point to the interface,
and its sign is negative (positive) if the point is inside (outside) the region.
The advection, viscous terms and Fff in Equation (4.8) are evaluated as following.
At position away from the fluid-fluid interface, the advection and the viscous terms in
Equation (4.8) is computed straightforwardly using central difference. At position near
the fluid-fluid interface, the viscous term is computed by smearing off the density and
viscosity of fluids in a narrow band area from the fluid-fluid interface. Specifically, for any
fluid property λ (e.g., ρ or µ), its value at a position near the fluid-fluid interface can be
computed with the help of the level set function by
λ =
∑n
i=1 λiH(−φi)∑n
i=1H(−φi)
(4.12)
where n is the number of fluid types, and H is the numerical Heaviside step function given
by
H(φ) =


0, φ < −ε
1
2 +
φ
2ε +
1
2pi sin
(
piφ
ε
)
, −ε ≤ φ ≤ ε
1, φ > ε
(4.13)
where ε is the half width of the narrow band across the interface, over which the fluid
properties are smeared off. To compute the fluid-fluid interfacial force in Equation (4.9), a
numerical δ-function is defined to transfer the fluid-fluid interfacial force as a body force to
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fluids near the interfaces using the continuum surface force (CSF) method [8]
δ(φ) =


0, φ < −ε
1
2ε +
1
2ε cos
(
piφ
ε
)
, −ε ≤ φ ≤ ε
0, φ > ε
(4.14)
The normal vector and the surface curvature in Equations (4.9) and (4.10) can be computed
using the level set function [50, 64, 70, 51]
κ = ∇2φ , n = ∇φ (4.15)
4.3.2 Resolving solid structure and computing B and Fsf
To keep track of the solid body and its deformation and stress, in addition to
the Cartesian coordinates (x, y), we introduce reference coordinates (X,Y ) to provide the
coordinates of the material points of the solid body at a reference state. In this work, the
reference state is taken as the state of system at t=0, and thus the reference coordinates
coincide with the fixed Cartesian coordinates at t=0. We define four level set functions to
describe the solid body (see Figure 4.2):
1. X(x, y) and Y (x, y): level sets being initialized by setting X(x, y)=x and Y (x, y)=y
in its resting shape, and marched in time using the fluid velocity. Therefore, for any
material point inside the system, these functions provide a mapping from its current
Cartesian coordinates (x, y) to its reference coordinates (X,Y ).
2. φ0s(X,Y ): a signed distance level set function defined on the reference coordinates
whose 0-level contour represents the interface between the solid body and its sur-
rounding fluids.
3. φs(x, y, t): a signed distance level set function defined on the Cartesian coordinates
whose 0-level contour represents the interface between the solid body and its sur-
rounding fluids.
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Figure 4.2: Illustrations of the level set functions used to track the solid body: (a) An
illustration of solid level set functions in the resting shape (solid lines) and a deformed
shape (dashed lines). The circles are the fixed Eulerian grid points on which φts, X- and Y -
level set functions are defined. All these functions are defined on the Cartesian coordinates
(x, y). (b) The solid interface level set function φ0s, which is a signed distance function
defined on the reference coordinates (X,Y ). This function remains the same during the
simulation.
The first two level set functions, X- and Y -level sets, together enable us to track the
movement of material points inside the solid body. Figure 4.2 illustrates how a material
point is tracked using these functions. For example, assume that a material point inside
the solid body (denoted here by a filled square) is located at point A at time t=0. The
position of this material point at time t=∆t, A′, can be obtained by noting that it is located
at the intersection of the 0-level contours of the X- and Y -level set functions at both t=0
and t=∆t. Note that the X- and Y -level set functions are not signed distance functions.
These two level set functions can be defined in the entire simulation domain, but their exact
values, which are used to track the movement of material points, are needed only inside the
solid body.
The third and fourth level set functions, φ0s and φs, are used to describe the fluid-
solid interface. φ0s(X,Y ) is defined on the reference coordinate, and once initialized, it
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will not change during the simulation. Since it does not need to be updated during the
simulation, the grid on which it is described, ∆X, can be very fine to provide accurate
description of the solid-fluid interface without increasing the computational cost. In this
work, ∆X is chosen to be 1/4 of the Cartesian grid size. The level set functions for describing
the solid-fluid interface in the Cartesian coordinate, φs(x, y, t), is derived based on the X-
and Y -level set functions using
φs(x, y) = φ
0
s(X(x, y), Y (x, y)) (4.16)
Specifically, at any time t, for an arbitrary grid point (x0, y0) on the fixed Cartesian mesh,
its position on the reference coordinates (X0, Y0) can be obtained using
X0 = X(x0, y0) , Y0 = Y (x0, y0) (4.17)
Subsequently, obtain
φs(x0, y0, t) = φ
0
s(X0, Y0) (4.18)
In practice, Equation (4.18) is implemented through interpolation of φ0s available on the
grid points defined in the reference coordinate. In this work, bi-linear interpolation is used
to compute φs at grid point inside and near the solid body from φ
0
s available on the grid
points defined in the reference coordinate. To ensure good accuracy during interpolation, a
fine grid is used for describing φ0s(X,Y ) as mentioned earlier. The φs(x0, y0, t) constructed
from this procedure represents the surface and interior of the solid body. However, it is not
always a signed distance function. Consequently, re-initialization is necessary to rebuild the
signed distance property for several grid points across the interface on both side of the solid
surface so that the numerical δ-function given by Equation (4.14) can be computed. The
re-initialization will be described in Section 4.3.3.
Using the above four level set functions, we can track the movement of material
points in the solid body and the evolution of the solid-fluid interfaces. Since the reference
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coordinates X and Y of any material point are explicit functions of its current coordinate,
the inverse of the deformation gradient tensor A can be computed straightforwardly using
finite difference
A−1 =

 ∂X∂x ∂X∂y
∂Y
∂x
∂Y
∂y

 (4.19)
In this work, a second order central difference scheme was used to compute the derivatives in
Equation (4.19). Once A−1 is computed, it can be inverted and substituted into Equation
(4.5) to obtain the solid stress tensor τ elas and subsequently the solid body force term B
in Equation (4.4). Using the solid stress tensor computed above and the level set function
φs(x, y, t), the solid surface force can be computed using
Fsf = −1
ρ
τ elas · ∇φs δ(φs) (4.20)
4.3.3 Updating fluid-fluid interfaces and solid structures
To update the fluid-fluid interfaces, the level set function describing the interfaces
between different fluids is marched in time using the velocity computed at time step n
∂φ
∂t
+ u · ∇φ = 0 (4.21)
Equation (4.21) was solved using a 5th-order WENO scheme[33]. Every two steps, a re-
initialization step is performed to enforce the signed distance property of the level set
without changing the location of the interface through [54]
∂φ
∂τ
+ S(φ0)(|∇φ| − 1) = 0, (4.22)
where S(φ) =
φ√
φ2 + |∇φ|2(∆x)2 (4.23)
The X- and Y -level set functions used for tracking the material points in solid body are
also marched in time using the fluid velocity and the 5th-order WENO scheme. However,
using the fluid velocity obtained in Section 4.3.4 directly to march these level sets often
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leads to significant distortion of the level set contours in region outside of the solid body.
While such distortion is physical, unless very fine grid is used, it gradually propagates into
the solid body during the simulation to cause fictitious distortion of the solid body. Such
fictitious distortion can compromise the accuracy of stress calculation based on these level
set functions. To address this issue, we note that although the X- and Y -level set functions
are defined in the entire domain, they are useful only inside the solid body and thus must
be marched using the local fluid velocity. Outside the solid body, they can in principle
be marched using any velocity. In particular, one may choose the velocity to reduce the
fictitious distortion inside the solid body described above. Here we adopt a simple method
to generate the fluid velocity field for marching these level sets. Inside the solid body, the
velocity field used to march the level sets is the same as that computed at time step n. In
the region near the solid surface (in the present work, this region is defined as within 20
grid spacing from the solid surface), the velocity field is obtained by extrapolation of the
velocity field inside the solid body. The method for extrapolating the velocity is summarized
in Algorithm 1.
After the X- and Y -level set functions are marched in time using the velocity com-
puted in Algorithm 1. We use the same method to extrapolate the X- and Y -level set
functions in the region near the solid surface. As pointed out earlier, X- and Y -level set
functions are not signed distance functions and thus are not re-initialized during the simu-
lation. The level set function φs(x, y, t) describing the interface of the solid body and fluids
at the new time step is constructed using new X- and Y -level functions and φ0s(X,Y ) as
described in Section 4.3.2.
4.3.4 Solving fluid velocity and pressure
The unified momentum equation (Eq. 4.8) is solved using a two-step fractional
method [86, 42]. In the first step, called a predictor step, an intermediate velocity u∗ is
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Input: function f(x, y) defined on fixed grid Nx ×Ny and solid level set
function φs(x, y)
Output: extrapolated f(x, y) for the grid points outside the solid domain
foreach grid points (i, j) do
if φs(xi,yj) ≤ 0 then
set extrapolated flag bExtrap(i, j)=1;
end
else
set extrapolated flag bExtrap(i, j)=0;
end
set to-be-extrapolated flag bToBeExtrap(i, j)=0;
end
set extrapolated points number n=1;
while n 6= 0 do
n:=0;
foreach grid points (i, j) do
if any of its existing neighbors (i− 1, j − 1), (i, j − 1), (i+ 1, j − 1),
(i− 1, j), (i+ 1, j), (i− 1, j + 1), (i, j + 1), (i+ 1, j + 1) has flag
bExtrap=1 then
set to-be-extrapolated flag bToBeExtrap(i, j)=1;
foreach grid points (s, t) from (i− 4, j − 4) to (i+ 4, j + 4) within
the computational domain do
if bExtrap(s, t)==1 then
store (s, t) in grid point set G for extrapolation;
end
end
assume that the f(x, y) is linear near (i, j), i.e. f = C1x+C2y+C3;
compute Ck (k=1,2,3) using all (xs, yt) and f(xs, yt) which (s, t) ∈ G
by linear least square method;
compute f(i, j) using Ck (k=1,2,3);
n:=n+1;
end
end
foreach grid points (i, j) do
if bToBeExtrap(i, j)==1 then
bToBeExtrap(i, j)=0;
bExtrap(i, j)=1;
end
end
end
Algorithm 1: Extrapolation of velocity in region near solid-fluid interface
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computed based on the results at time step n without the pressure gradient term
u∗ − un
∆t
+ [u · ∇u]n+ 12 = 1
2ρn+
1
2
∇ · µn+
1
2
f ∇u∗
+
1
2ρn+
1
2
∇ · µn+
1
2
f ∇un + Fn+
1
2 (4.24)
in which F = Fff + χB+ Fsf + g (4.25)
The density ρn+
1
2 and viscosity µn+
1
2 are variable in the domain due to the smearing-off
methodology across an interface. They are evaluated using Equation (4.12) and level set
functions at n+12 time step. A level set function φ at time step n+
1
2 is computed using the
arithmetic mean value
φn+
1
2 =
φn+1 + φn
2
(4.26)
Note that φn+1 is computed in Section 4.3.3. The advection term u · ∇u at time step n+12
is calculated using a Godunov method (for details see reference [14, 69]). Note that this
term is not related to time step ∆t. In the second step, a corrector step, the velocity is
corrected according to the pressure gradient
un+1 − u∗
∆t
= − 1
ρn+
1
2
∇pn+ 12 (4.27)
in which, the pressure pn+
1
2 is calculated using a pressure Poisson equation derived from
the continuity equation (Eq. 4.7)
∇ · 1
ρn+
1
2
∇pn+ 12 = ∇ · u
∗
∆t
(4.28)
The time step ∆t is determined by CFL conditions [87, 69]
∆t =
1
2
min(
∆x
|un| ,
√
piρn∆x3
8σ
,
∆x
3
√
ρs
µs
,
√
2∆x
Fn ) (4.29)
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in which, ρs is the solid density and gravitational force g is included in F (Eq. 4.25).
4.4 Numerical results
We developed a code based on the algorithm described in the previous sections. The
level set portion of our code made use of the open source level set library developed by Chu
and Prodanovic[13]. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the code and algorithm, we have
studied the fluid flow and solid structure evolution in a lid-driven cavity with an elastic wall
and in the coalescence of droplet loaded with a soft elastic sphere with a pool of fluids.
4.4.1 A lid-driven cavity with an elastic wall
We choose to study this problem since it has been studied separately by Dunne [21]
and Zhao et al. [87]. A 2×2 cavity is divided into two parts: lower 0.5 as a neo-Hookean
wall and the upper part as a Newtonian fluid. The flow and elastic properties are
ρf = ρs = 1 , µf = 0.2 , µs = 0.2 (4.30)
Initially, the fluid and solid are both stationary; and the elastic wall is in its resting shape
as a rectangle. At time t = 0, the upper lid begins to move to drive the flow, the velocity
profile of the upper lid is
u = .5


sin2(pix/.6), 0 ≤ x ≤ .3,
1, .3 < x < 1.7,
sin2(pi(x− 2)/.6), 1.7 ≤ x ≤ 2
(4.31)
Note that in this particular simulation, in order to compare the results with previous re-
searchers, the convection term in N-S equations was turned off. The domain is discretized
into a uniform 101×101 grid. The solid interface function φ0s(X,Y ) is defined on a finer
grid in which ∆X=∆Y=0.005. At t = 69.6, the maximum velocity |u| inside the wall is
smaller than 3× 10−5. Figure 4.3 shows the results using the method presented in Section
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4.3 compared with that given by Zhao et al[87]. We observe that the surface of the wall
matches well with that predicted by Zhao et al. The inner contours of the solid wall match
well with the deformed mesh in Zhao et al.’s results as well. The volume loss happens in
many simulations using level sets. In the present, the relative volume change of the elastic
wall is less than 0.08%.
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Figure 4.3: Steady state deformation of the elastic wall in a lid-driven cavity: the dots show
the results of Zhao et al.[87]. X-/Y -functions are shown as two sets of contours. Note that
the contours of X-/Y -level set functions are significantly distorted by the fluid circulation
in the upper portion of the cavity. The field extension algorithm to the fluid velocity and
X-/Y -level sets described in 4.3 is necessary to avoid the fictitious distortion of the elastic
wall.
4.4.2 Interaction of solid laden droplet with a pool
To further test the effectiveness of the SLS method, in this problem, a water droplet
loaded with a neo-Hooken elastic sphere (shear modulus: 10 kPa) is placed on top of a deep
pool of water as shown in Figure 4.4. The space above the pool is occupied by air. The
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Figure 4.4: A schematic of the droplet-sphere-pool system studied in the text.
material properties of the fluids are taken as
ρwater = 998kg/m
3 , ρair = 1.226kg/m
3
µwater = 1cP , µair = 0.0178cP , σwater-air = 73mN/m (4.32)
At t=0, the velocity of all fluids is zero, and the solid sphere is located at the center of the
droplet and is in its resting shape. At t>0, the droplet is driven downward violently by
surface tension to merge with the pool fluids. In absence of the solid sphere, the droplet co-
alesces with the pool fluids and small daughter droplet is ejected from the central jet formed
during the coalescence process, and this phenomenon is often termed partial absorption in
the literature[6, 7]. When a soft solid sphere is loaded inside the droplet, the coalescence
process is significantly changed by the solid body. Meanwhile, the solid sphere can deform
significantly due to the imbalance of pressure on different parts of its surface. The strong
coupling between the fluid flow and solid body evolution makes this a challenging prob-
lem and is thus an ideal test problem for examining the effectiveness of the proposed FSI
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simulation method.
We studied the above problem under the axisymmetric assumption. The entire
system (cf. Figure 4.4 for geometrical parameters) is discretized into a uniform grid with
spacing in the radial and vertical direction both equal to 0.4 µm. The half width of the
narrow band across the interface, over which the fluid properties are smeared off, is 0.8
µm. The lower and upper boundaries of the simulation box are resolved using no-slip
boundary condition. A velocity extrapolation boundary condition[52] was applied on the
right boundary (r = 80 µm).
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Figure 4.5: Evolution of maximal velocity magnitude in water.
We solve the problem using both the ZFM method and the SLS method proposed in
Section 4.3. Figure 4.5 compares the maximum magnitude of water velocity inside the sys-
tem obtained from simulations using the two different methods. We observe that although
the initial fluid velocity is zero, surface tension induces very strong flow inside the water
but such flow eventually diminishes due to viscous dissipation. Figure 4.5 shows that the
two methods give nearly the same results in most time period. Figure 4.6 compares the
evolution of the water-air interfaces and the surface of the solid sphere during the droplet-
pool coalescence. First, the solid sphere is pinched in the radial direction while being driven
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Figure 4.6: Evolution of the water-air interfaces and the solid sphere during the coalescence
of a water droplet laden with an elastic sphere with a pool of water. Solid lines are the
surface contours computed using the ZFM’s algorithm. The dashed lines are those obtained
using the SLS method described in Section 4.3.
downwards by the capillary pressure (t<23.38µs). Driven by elastic forces, the solid sphere
subsequently recovers to nearly its resting shape (23.38µs<t<32.82µs). However, the col-
lapse of the central column of water droplet back to the pool leads to compression of the
top portion of the solid sphere and the further downward migration of the solid sphere
(32.82µs<t<42.27µs). The solid sphere subsequently recovers toward its resting shape and
move downward due to recirculation of water inside the pool (t>42.27µs, the water recircu-
lation is not shown in Figure 4.6 for clarity). The agreement of the water-air interface and
solid body shape predicted by the ZFM and SLS methods is very good. In particular, the
shape of the solid sphere are essentially the same. The only difference of the solid sphere
evolution is that the solid sphere migrates slightly shallower into the pool at t=67.07µs
when the SLS method is used. The small difference at this late time can be due to the fact
that the velocities used to march the solid body and the techniques used to march the solid
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body are slightly different in the two methods. In the ZFM method, the velocity at any
Lagrangian mesh point is interpolated from the fixed Cartesian mesh, and the solid body
is convected using interpolated velocity. In the SLS method, the velocity used to march
the solid body is not interpolated, and Equation (4.21) was used to march the solid level
sets. In the ZFM method, the accuracy of marching solid body is limited by the accuracy
of velocity interpolation step. In the SLS method, the accuracy of marching solid body is
limited by the accuracy of the level set marching. We expect the SLS method to be slightly
less accurate compared to the ZFM method when the same fixed Cartesian grid is used
because artificial smearing off of level set is a known issue in level set methods. However,
given the very small difference observed in Figure 4.6, the accuracy of SLS method is very
good. To further improve the SLS method, one may adopt other more accurate methods
for constructing or marching level sets[22, 23], but this is beyond the scope of this work.
4.5 Conclusions
We developed a full Eulerian scheme for solving the interactions between fluid flow
and solid bodies. The scheme is based on a unified framework for solving fluid-solid
body interactions proposed recently, in which the solid body is convected by fluids and
the fluid/solid dynamics are modeled using a unified momentum equation that is valid
throughout the entire simulation domain. The coupling between solid motion and fluid
flow is modeled by introducing a solid body force and solid-fluid interfacial force into the
unified momentum equation. In the SLS method, the solid body is captured on a fixed
Cartesian grid instead of using a Lagrangian mesh. Specifically, we introduce reference
coordinates (X,Y ) to provide the coordinates of material points of the solid body at a ref-
erence state. Two X- and Y -level set functions are used to provide the mapping between
the current Cartesian coordinates of a material point in the solid body to its coordinates
in the reference coordinates. Two level set functions, φ0s(X,Y ) and φs(x, y), are introduced
for describing the interfaces between the solid body and fluids in the reference coordinates
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and in the Cartesian coordinates. The X- and Y -level set functions are convected by fluid
velocity, but a special extrapolation scheme is designed to obtain the fluid velocity prevent
the fictitious distortion of the solid body. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the SLS
method by solving the coupled fluid/structure dynamics in a cavity driven flow featuring
elastic walls and in the coalescence of a water droplet loaded with an elastic sphere with a
pool of water.
The new method inherits the computational efficiency of the ZFM method. By
eliminating the Lagrangian mesh for tracking solid bodies, the proposed method significantly
reduces the complexity of FSI simulations. In addition, several challenges requiring special
treatment in methods simultaneously using a fixed Cartesian mesh and a moving Lagrangian
mesh, e.g., discontinuity of stress across Lagrangian mesh and artificial compression/dilation
of solid body, are naturally resolved in the current method. The method is particularly
suitable for simulating the interactions between soft solid objects and fluids flows. The
present method is thus useful for studying a wide range of problems in microfluidics, e.g.,
manipulation of cells in confined channels and ink-jet printing of biological samples.
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Chapter 5
Fluid Dynamics of Cell Printing
5.1 Introduction to parameter space
Based on the numerical method discussed in previous chapters and the validation
examples for the implementations, a series of cell printing processes have been studied
numerically in this chapter. Before we examine those simulations in details, we first analyze
the parameter space of these simulations.
The cell-printing system is illustrated in Figure 2.1. There are 12 characteristic
variables in a cell printing process: D, Ds, h, U, g, σ, µs, ρ1, ρ2, µ1, µ2, µ3, in which D is
the diameter of droplet; Ds is the diameter of cell, which is modelled as a neo-Hookean solid;
h is the depth of pool; U is the impact velocity of cell and droplet; g is the gravitational force;
σ is the surface tension of droplet-air and pool-air (note that droplet-pool has no surface
tension); µs is the shear modulus of cell; ρ1 is the density of droplet, pool and cell; ρ2 is
the density of air; µ1, µ2 and µ3 are the viscosities of droplet, pool and air, respectively
(note that in this study, cell has the same viscosity with droplet). In addition, droplet
radius R and cell radius Rs are used in this study. Based on the cell printing parameters
in real experiments (see Table 1.1 in Chapter 1), these variables are assigned values in
the present numerical study shown in Table 5.1. Note that h, U, µ1, µ2 can be tuned in
real experiments, and µs has different values for different types of cells or the same cell in
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Table 5.1: Characteristic variables in cell printing processes of this study.
Variable Description Values
D droplet diameter 60µm
Ds cell diameter 30µm
h pool depth 2.025, 60.2, 100.2µm
U impact velocity 0, 4.5, 8, 10m/s
g gravity 9.8m/s2
σ surface tension 73mN/m
µs cell modulus 10, 100kPa
ρ1 cell, droplet, pool density 998kg/m
3
ρ2 air density 1.226kg/m
3
µ1 droplet, cell viscosity 1, 2, 3cP
µ2 pool viscosity 1, 20cP
µ3 air viscosity 0.0178cP
different cycles of its life time (cell modulus ranges from 10Pa - 1MPa reported by those
researcher) [15, 34, 37, 40, 43, 44]. In this study, µs=10kPa is chosen as a relatively soft
cell close to modulus of frequently used cells in cell printing experiments, and µs=100kPa is
studied as well to explore the difference between a soft cell and a stiff cell. As shown in Table
5.1, we have varied the values of some of these variables in our study to examine their effects
on the cell printing process, which are studied in this work. According to the Buckingham
Π theorem in dimensional analysis, 12 variables and 3 independent physical units (length,
time and mass) yield 9 independent dimensionless numbers. These dimensionless numbers
are listed in Table 5.2. One can view four of these dimensionless numbers, We, Oh, E and
Bo, from two different perspective views: the relative magnitude of 1) the force and 2) the
time scale of different processes. The interpretation of these dimensionless numbers from a
force perspective is shown in Table 5.2. To facilitate the discussion below, the critical time
scales in cell printing are listed in Table 5.3. In this study, we analyze the cell printing
process using the dimensionless numbers from a time scale perspective. In general, the
longer the time scale of a certain process is, the less effects the process will play the role.
For example, if the convective time scale tc is much longer than surface energy time scale
tσ, i.e. tc >> tσ, then it takes longer time for momentum to transport to take place over a
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Table 5.2: Dimensionless numbers in cell printing processes of this study. Those marked with * have multiple values, and are
studied in numerical simulations.
Name Expression Interpretation 1 Interpretation 2 Values
Ds/D cell-droplet diameter ratio 0.5
ρ2/ρ1 air-droplet density ratio 1.23×10−3
µ3/µ2 air-pool viscosity ratio 8.9×10−4
λ µ2/µ1 pool-droplet visocity ratio 1, 6.67, 10, 20
H h/D pool depth vs. droplet diameter 0.03375, 1.003, 1.67 *
Weber (We) number
ρ1DU
2
σ
inertia force
surface tension
(
surface energy time scale
convective time scale
)2
0, 16.6, 52.5, 82 *
Ohnesorge (Oh) number
µ1√
ρ1σD
viscous force√
surface tension× inertia force
surface energy time scale
viscous time scale
0.015, 0.03, 0.045 *
E
µsD
σ
solid stress
surface tension
(
surface enengy time scale
elastic time scale
)2
8.22, 82.2 *
Bond (Bo) number
ρ1D
2g
σ
gravity
sufrace tension
(
surface energy time scale
gravitational time scale
)2
4.8×10−4
Table 5.3: Critical time scales in cell printing process.
Name Expression Physical meaning Values (µs)
convective time scale tc
D
U
time of momentum transported over distance D 6, 7.5, 13.3
viscous time scale tν
ρ1D
2
µ2
time of viscous dissipation over distance D 180
surface energy time scale tσ
√
ρ1D3
σ
time of droplet of size D to deform due to surface tension 54
elastic time scale te
√
ρ1
µs
Ds time of elastic wave propagates over distance Ds 3, 9.5
gravitational time scale tg
√
D
g
time of gravitational acceleration over distance D 2750
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distance D than the droplet deforming due to surface tension over the same distance. For
this reason, the impact exhibits more of the behaviors driven by surface tension, in which
the fluid surface is distorted largely, oscillates and eventually, restores toward a shape of
minimal surface energy. It follows that because the gravitational time scale is much larger
than any other time scales in a small scale problem like in this study, whose length scale
is on the order of 100µm, gravity plays a negligible role. For this reason, Bo number and
gravitational time scale are not further analyzed in this study. This can also be understood
in the force perspective. The values of dimensionless numbers We∼10, Oh∼0.015, E∼8 and
Bo∼10−4 indicate that the inertia force, surface tension force and elastic force are on the
same order, however, the viscous force is small and the gravity is too much smaller, which
can be neglected in this study.
This following part of this chapter is organized as follows. First, in Section 5.2,
scaling analyses are performed for cell printing in order to understand the basic physical
process and the meanings of different time scales. Second, a baseline cell printing case
is examined in order to understand the basic fluid dynamics behaviors in cell printing
processes. This baseline case represents a typical situation in cell printing. The impact
process of this baseline case will be thoroughly analyzed with major observables in Section
5.3. Third, using the baseline case as a reference, each key parameter will be varied in
simulations to understand how it affects the key observables of cell printing. Section 5.4
will explore the effects of impact velocity, Section 5.5 will inspect the pool depth, Section
5.6 will study the cell modulus, Section 5.7 will deal with the pool viscosity, in Section
5.8, the effect of droplet viscosity is explored, and in Section 5.9, the effect of fluid surface
tension is explored. Finally, based on the insight from numerical simulations, suggestions
of how to improve the cell printing technique are presented in Section 5.10.
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5.2 Scaling analysis on cell printing process
Cell printing is a multi-physics process with fluid-fluid interactions and fluid-structure
interactions. Scaling analysis is performed in order to understand cell printing. As intro-
duced in Section 5.1, a time scale represents the order of time, in which the corresponding
force/mechanism effectively works for a certain range, e.g. a distance of D, in the process.
In cell printing, the inertia force, surface tension force, elastic force and viscous force are the
major forces dominating the process. The corresponding time scales of these forces are the
convective time scale tc, the surface energy time scale tσ, the elastic time scale te and the
viscous time scale tν . In the following, 1) the convective and surface energy time scales is
analyzed; 2) the elastic time scale is analyzed in a free vibration model of an elastic body; 3)
the maximum cell deformation, which is denoted by maximum von Mises stress and surface
dilation, is estimated using the assumption that part of the impact kinetic energy and all
of the reduced surface energy are transfered into the cell elastic energy and caused the cell
to be deformed into an elliptic shape; and 4) the evolution of cell deformation is estimated
based on the analysis.
5.2.1 Convective and surface energy time scales
In a typical cell printing process, in which gravity effects are negligible, inertia forces
and surface tension forces are the two major forces affecting the cell motion. The elastic
body force within the cell responds passively to these forces. After the very beginning of
cell printing, the droplet and cell move collectively at the impact speed toward the pool.
Before the droplet-pool surface contact, droplet motion is governed by pure convection.
As the droplet merges with the pool, the droplet impact momentum is reduced by the
pool due to two mechanisms: 1) fluid pressure caused by the impact inertia, 2) viscous
dissipation. Since viscous time scale tν=180µs >> tc∼O(10)µs in our study (cf. Table 5.3),
the first mechanism is the dominating mechanism at the beginning of cell printing. When
the droplet-pool impact is dominated by the first mechanism, the relevant time scale is the
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convective time scale
t˜c = L/U (5.1)
where L is the characteristic distance traveled by the droplet while the first mechanism
dominates, and U is the characteristic velocity of the droplet. We found that, till the moment
when the lower tip of the droplet impinges into the pool by a distance of ∼R, the droplet is
slowed down notably. In particular, the bottom portion of the droplet deforms/decelerates
significantly while the upper half of the droplet experiences relatively weak deceleration and
deformation. As such, the droplet radius is chosen as the characteristic length here and the
initial droplet velocity is chosen as the characteristic velocity, and the corresponding time
convection time scale is denoted as t˜c(R). We expect that, at t<t˜c(R), the deformation of
the cell is limited to its lower portion.
At t>t˜c(R), the impact inertia of the droplet is significantly reduced and the surface
tension force begins to dominate the droplet-pool-cell interactions. The relevant time scale
is the surface energy time scale
t˜σ =
√
ρ1L3/σ (5.2)
where L is the characteristic length scale over which the surface tension effects dominates.
To estimate t˜σ, we note that in our simulations (cf. Figure 5.8) that, at t≈t˜c(R), the droplet
upper surface remains undistorted up to a distance of ∼1.5Rs. Shortly after this, the droplet
upper surface distorts and the shape change propagates toward the north pole of the droplet.
As such, a reasonable choice of the characteristic length is 1.5Rs, and the related time scale
is denoted as t˜σ(1.5Rs). At t>t˜σ(1.5Rs), the surface tension forces induces interfacial flow
around the upper surface of the cell and suppress the cell both radially and vertically. At
t∼t˜c(R)+t˜σ(1.5Rs), the deformation of the droplet top surface propagates to the north pole
of the cell and fluids near the north pole of the droplet gains a large amount of momentum
and collapse down rapidly onto the cell, thus inducing large cell deformation.
At t>t˜c(R)+t˜σ(1.5Rs), the droplet upper surface recovers from its deepest penetra-
tion location since the surface tension force pulls the surface upwardly, during which the cell
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also begins to recover from its largest deformation shape due to the surface flow. As it does
in the second time period, the surface tension force also dominates the cell deformation in
this time period. The surface distortion occurs for a distance of ∼Rs, and thus the relevant
time scale is t˜σ(Rs). Dure this time period, the cell relaxes toward its resting shape under
the influence of the surface flow. At the end of this period, the cell recovers close to its
resting shape. From this moment on, the cell continues in a stretching mode by the inertia
forces. The relevant time scale is analyzed in the next section.
5.2.2 Elastic time scale
The cell is modeled as an elastic spherical body in this study. It is deformed by the
interaction from fluid flow and damped by the viscous forces from the surrounding fluids. At
ti∼t˜c(R)+t˜σ(1.5Rs)+t˜σ(Rs), the cell is close to its resting shape, and continues to deform
due to the inertia forces. Since the fluid flow outside the cell is very weak already, and the
viscous forces are also small in this short time period (te<<tν), the cell dynamics here can
be modeled as a free vibration without damping at the time slightly after ti. Although the
current state of cell is close to its resting shape, in this analysis as shown in Figure 5.1, the
entire vibration is analyzed from the beginning of its suppression mode in order to estimate
this time scale. Here, the cell is deformed as sketched in Figure 5.1. The average stain in
O
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cell
x
flow
characteristic surface
over which stress is present
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felas
45◦
Figure 5.1: A schematic of the time scale of elastic vibration of a pre-stressed solid sphere.
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cell is
x
Rs
. The associated elastic stress is µs
x
Rs
. If we choose the surface over which the
stress is acted upon as shown in Figure 5.1, which has an area of
1
2
piR2s. Consequently, the
elastic force is
felas = µs
x
Rs
1
2
piRs
2 =
pi
2
µsRsx (5.3)
and according to the free vibration model, the solid displacement is governed by
ms
∂2x
∂t2
+
pi
2
µsRsx = 0 (5.4)
in which ms=
2pi
3
ρRs
3 is mass of a half cell. The free vibration has the cyclic time
t˜e =
√
4ρRs
2
3µs
=
√
1
3
te (5.5)
on the same order of the elastic time scale. After the third time period as introduced in
Subsection 5.2.1, the cell is under a free vibration mode, in which fluid flow is small in
magnitude and droplet surface recovers close to be flat with small surface tension force. It
takes one fourth of the cyclic time t˜e for the cell vibrating to its maximum stretch mode.
Afterward, due to viscous dissipation and relatively small shear modulus, the cell will relax
to its resting shape. The entire time scale of the cell printing process is on the order of
viscous time scale tν .
5.2.3 Cell deformation magnitude estimation
To estimate the upper bound of cell deformation, we assume that the kinetic en-
ergy of the droplet upper half sphere (including cell) and the entire droplet surface energy
transfers into the cell elastic energy. To obtain an order of magnitude estimation, we as-
sume that the cell deforms uniformly into an elliptic shape as shown in Figure 5.2. Due to
the incompressibility constraint, the cell volume is conserved so that in the axisymmetric
condition
4
3
piRs
3 =
4
3
piA2B, i.e. A2B = Rs
3. Based on this relationship and the elliptic
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Figure 5.2: A schematic of cell uniform deformation in an elliptic shape.
shape, the deformation can be described as x =
A
Rs
X, y =
Rs
2
A2
Y , in which X and Y are
the reference coordinates in cell’s resting shape, and x and y are the current coordinates.
The elastic energy is derived as
Wε =
1
2
µs
[
2
(
A
Rs
)4
+
(
Rs
A
)8
− 3
]
ρ
4
3
piRs
3
=
2
3
piRs
3ρµs
[
2
(
A
Rs
)4
+
(
Rs
A
)8
− 3
]
(5.6)
The total energy available for cell deformation is the sum of the kinetic energy of droplet
upper half sphere (including half cell) and entire droplet surface energy, i.e.
E =
1
2
(
2
3
piR3
)
U2 + 4piR2σ (5.7)
where U is the initial impact velocity, transfers into the cell elastic energy. Solving Wε = E
gives us the deformation parameter A, using which we can predict the maximum von Mises
stress (cf. Equation 3.8) and surface areal strain as shown in Figure 5.3. This analysis shows
that the maximum von Mises stress is on the order of 10kPa and the maximum surface areal
strain is on the order of 100% including the case of U=0. Note that the maximum surface
areal strain occurs on the north and south poles of the cell.
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Figure 5.3: Cell deformation estimation vs initial impact velocity due to the acceleration by
surface tension force. (a) Maximum von Mises stress. (b) Maximum surface areal strain.
5.2.4 Cell deformation evolution
Based on the analysis in the above subsections, the cell deformation evolution in
the entire cell printing process can be depicted in the following (cf. Figure 5.4). From
t=0 to t˜c, the cell deformation increases due to the inertia force, which is similar to the
impact of an elastic ball onto a rigid surface. The next period of time t˜σ(1.5Rs), the cell
deformation continues to increase due to the surface tension flow. The cell deformation
reaches maximum peak value in this time period. Afterward, in the time of t˜σ(Rs), the
cell deformation decreases quickly since the droplet upper surface recovers upwardly. Then
within a short time of 0.25t˜e, the cell stretches to a maximum value and decreases to zero
gradually. The entire deformation evolution takes the time on the order of the viscous time
scale tν .
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Figure 5.4: Evolution of cell deformation estimation during droplet-pool impact based on
the scaling analysis.
5.3 A baseline simulation in cell printing
5.3.1 Simulation parameters and protocols
The parameters of our baseline simulation of cell printing is chosen as µ1=1cP,
µ2=20cP, µs=10kPa, U=4.5m/s and h=60.2µm, in which the dimensionless numbers are
H=1.003, λ=20, We=16.6, Oh=0.015 and E=8.22. The other parameters and dimension-
less numbers are constants in this study as shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. The simulation
configuration is shown in Figure 5.5. It is modelled as an axisymmetric flow. The com-
putational domain is 80µm in r-direction and 140µm in z-direction and is discretized into
a grid of 201×351, whose grid size is 0.4µm in both r- and z-directions. The solid cell is
discretized into a 6-nodal triangular mesh shown in Figure 5.6, which has 1377 elements and
2856 nodes. No-slip boundary condition is applied on the lower and upper boundaries; ax-
isymmetric boundary condition is used on z-axis; and an extrapolation boundary condition
[52] is used on the right boundary, by which the capillary wave can propagate through the
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Figure 5.5: An illustration of a baseline cell printing simulation.
right boundary without bouncing back into the computational domain. The cell is laden
at the center of the droplet, both of which are modelled as a spherical ball. Initially, the
distance from droplet lower surface to the pool surface is 2µm, and the entire system is
stationary.
The simulation is performed in 3 steps: 1) to accelerate cell and droplet to the
desired impact speed; 2) to merge droplet and pool surfaces; 3) to continue the impact
process to steady state. In step 1, an artificial gravity of 1012m/s2 is used to speed up
the droplet with cell in an ultra-short time 4.5×10−6µs. In this step, the CSF method is
used to handle fluid surface tension, which will be explained in the next paragraph. At the
end of this step, the droplet and cell gain an impact speed of 4.5m/s and both remain in
spherical shapes. This spherical droplet then impact onto the pool surface. One question
rises naturally is that whether the droplet has a spherical shape, when it impacts the pool
after being ejected from a printer nozzle and traveling through air. Brazier-Smith [10]
studied the terminal shape and velocity of free-fall raindrops in different sizes using both
experimental and numerical techniques, and observed that a droplet with the diameter less
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Figure 5.6: The solid mesh used in cell printing simulations of this study.
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than 1mm has a spherical terminal shape in steady state of free-fall process. Yang et al.
[83] studied the formation and shape evolution of a droplet ejected from a printhead in
experiments and simulations. In their study, they observed that the droplet ejected from
printhead evolved into a spherical shape, and the droplet diameter in their study is ∼30µm.
Based on these results, in this study, all cell printing simulations were performed using
spherical shapes for both droplet and cell, since the diameters of cell and droplet are 30µm
and 60µm, respectively in our simulations.
After step 1, the ordinary gravity (9.8m/s) is restored and the simulation continues
for 1µs using the GFM model to handle the surface tension. GFM and CSF are two different
numerical techniques for resolving surface tension, which are discussed in Section 2.3.3 of
Chapter 2. In most situations, they produce the same results such as the droplet statics
shown in Figure 3.4 in Section 3.1.2. However, in this study, different behaviors of droplet-
pool impact dynamics has been observed. Specifically, as shown in Figure 3.8, simulations
based on the CSF method can better match the experimental data. Extra simulations of
free-fall droplets have been studied in this work: a D=60µm droplet free-fall using CSF
and GFM separately for 12 µs at the speed of 10m/s, and a D=6mm droplet free fall using
CSF for 0.87ms at the speed of 10m/s. Figure 5.7 shows that CSF predicts a spherical
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Figure 5.7: Shapes of a free fall droplet: (a) a D=60µm droplet free falls using CSF and
GFM separately; (b) a D=6mm droplet free falls using CSF. The speed of the droplet is
10m/s in both cases.
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shape for a droplet of D=60µm, while GFM predicts a large deformation in the shape, and
CSF predicts a large deformation for a larger droplet, whose diameter is 6mm. For this
reason, CSF is used during the most part of the impact process. However, because of the
smearing-off method employed in CSF, high viscosity ratio between pool fluid and the air
causes air bubbles to be trapped into the pool during the impact. Specifically, in CSF, any
discontinuous fluid properties, e.g. the density and viscosity, over the domain are smeared
off. When the properties of neighboring fluids are very different, particularly, in our case,
pool fluid viscosity is 1123.6 times of the air viscosity: the air near the pool surface (<2∆x)
in this method have a large viscosity due to it approximating to the pool fluids, and it is
much more viscous than ordinary air that it moves slowly during the impact process, which
subsequently leads to trapping of this air. To avoid this artifact, GFM, a sharp interface
method, is used for a short period of time during the early stage of impact, which is 1µs in
this baseline case of cell printing. We did not observe the trapping of air bubbles when the
GFM method was used.
In the present work, the merging process of pool and droplet surfaces is modeled ap-
proximately in this study. The fluid surface merging phenomenon is a multi-scale molecular-
interaction-related macroscopic process. Its multi-scale characteristic originates in the ultra-
thin nanoscopic air layer between two merging liquid surfaces, in which atomic forces affect
or dominate the merging behaviors and timing. Pan and Law [52] studied this topic in
both experiments and simulations, in which two surfaces were maintained as non-merging
artificially, and these surfaces were connected manually at pre-selected time to continue
the impact process. Numerical results in different merging time lines were compared with
experiments. In their study, the behaviors were quite different for different merging time
lines, yet one of them matched well with the experiment. In this study, since the focus
in mainly on cell behavior, the merging behavior is simplified to be immediate merged at
the moment of contact. To examine how merging timing affects cell printing, two cases
with We=16.6 and 52.5, in which the droplet and pool fluids merge at time later than their
nominal contact time, are studied in the later part of this section.
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In step 3, which follows step 2 immediately, CSF is again used for the rest of the
impact process, and the results will be discussed in detail in the following section.
5.3.2 Simulation results
In this section, we examine the cell printing in detail with an emphasis on four
major observables in cell printing, i.e. penetration depth, lateral spreading, cell stress and
cell surface area change. The significance of these observables in cell printing is summarized
in Table 5.4. Of these observables, the penetration depth P of the droplet or cell is defined
as the distance of the lower center of a droplet or cell subtracting from the original pool
depth. The penetration depth controls the cell placement resolution in the vertical direction.
The lateral spreading R is defined as the maximum span of droplet fluids or cell in the r-
direction during the droplet-pool impact. In the two-step printing process, the cell diffuses
faster inside the droplet fluids than in the pool fluids due to the larger viscosity of the latter.
Consequently, the lateral cell placement resolution achieved at the end of the second step
will decrease as the droplet spreads wider in the radical direction, i.e. as R at the end of
impact process increases. The cell stress is monitored using the maximal von Mises stress
M (Equation 3.8) within the solid cell. The cell surface area change is quantified using the
following method. First, the cell surface is divided equally into 21 pieces according to its
resting shape shown in series (b) in Figures 5.8-5.10, and each piece is numbered from 1 to
21 beginning from the north pole of the cell to the south pole of the cell. Second, the local
area change of the piece i at any time t is defined as
αi(t) =
current area of the piece i at time t
original area of the piece i
− 1 (5.8)
αi>0 means that the piece i is stretched, and αi<0 means that the piece i is suppressed.
The baseline cell printing case is shown in Figures 5.8-5.10 in three series with a total
of 12 time frames. For each time frame, we show three panels: (a) local surface area change
α, (b) contour of current cell surface that is divided into 21 pieces, and (c) surface contours
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Table 5.4: Key observables in cell printing.
Observable Physical indication
penetration depth P vertical printing resolution
lateral spreading R lateral printing resolution
max von Mises stress M cell inner structural damage
max local area change α cell membrane damage
of droplet, pool and cell with von Mises stress in cell shown in gray-level images. Figure
5.11 shows the evolution of observables M , α, P and R during the cell printing process.
The entire process can be divided into two stages: 1) the inertia force stage, in which the
inertia force dominates the droplet and cell dynamics, 2) the surface tension stage, in which
the fluid surface force dominates the droplet and cell dynamics. The inertia force stage
begins when the droplet surface touches pool surface and ends when the top portion of
the cell starts to be suppressed significantly. Frames 1-7 in Figures 5.8-5.10 depict critical
moments of the inertia force stage. Initially, the cell and droplet move collectively onto the
pool surface at We=16.6. From the moment when the droplet touches the pool, the highly
viscous pool begins to absorb the impact kinetic energy and reduce the impact momentum
(z-direction) through viscous dissipation and re-directing the motion of droplet fluids into
the lateral direction (r-direction). Both cell and droplet begin to deform on the lower center
of their surfaces. Frame 1 shows one of these initial moments in the inertia force stage. The
bottom surface piece of the solid cell (piece 21) has the largest area change 6% at this
moment as shown in Figure 5.8a1, and the maximal von Mises stress occurs near the south
pole of the cell, which is shown in Figure 5.8c1. It is a typical behavior in the inertia force
stage that the solid deformation mainly occurs in the lower part of the cell. As the impact
proceeds further, the cell is suppressed further in vertical direction (z-direction) with the cell
surface dilation spreading from the south pole of the cell toward the equator. Meanwhile,
the location of maximal von Mises stress shifts upward along the cell axis (z-axis). Frame 2
shows a critical moment when the stretching of the bottom surface piece (piece 21) reaches
a temporal maximal value, which is the first peak in Figure 5.11b. From the beginning
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Figure 5.8: Baseline case impact series I (H=1.003, λ=20, We=16.6, Oh=0.015 and
E=8.22): (a) local surface area change of cell; (b) surface contour of cell divided into
21 pieces; (c) surface contours of droplet, pool and cell with von Mises stress distribution
inside cell.
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Figure 5.9: Baseline case impact series II (H=1.003, λ=20, We=16.6, Oh=0.015 and
E=8.22): (a) local surface area change of cell; (b) surface contour of cell divided into
21 pieces; (c) surface contours of droplet, pool and cell with von Mises stress distribution
inside cell.
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Figure 5.10: Baseline case impact series III (H=1.003, λ=20, We=16.6, Oh=0.015 and
E=8.22): (a) local surface area change of cell; (b) surface contour of cell divided into 21
pieces; (c) surface contours of droplet, pool and cell with von Mises stress distribution inside
cell.
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Figure 5.11: Evolution of four key observables during the baseline cell printing process
(H=1.003, λ=20, We=16.6, Oh=0.015 and E=8.22), (a) maximal von Mises stress in cell,
(b) maximal surface area change of cell, (c) penetration depths of cell and droplet, (d)
lateral spreadings of cell and droplet. The arrows in (a) and (b) mark the peaks and valleys
on curves of stress and surface area change, which correspond to frames 2 to 12 shown in
Figures 5.8-5.10.
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of impact to this critical moment, the surface area dilation mainly occurs on the bottom
piece. From this moment on, pieces 17-20 begin to deform largely due to the impact, which
actually reduces the area change of the bottom piece for a short period of time. This is the
reason why the first peak of maximal local surface area change occurs. Frame 3 shows the
moment of the valley after the first peak of maximal local surface area change. It is a critical
moment that the increases of area change on pieces 17-20 can no longer help to reduce or
relieve the stretching on the bottom piece. From this critical moment, the area change on
the bottom piece begins to increase again. Note that the cell top surface piece (piece 1)
has 2% local area change, which is shown in Figure 5.8a3, due to the surface tension effect
by the droplet upper surface; however, at this moment the surface tension force does not
dominate the process. Frame 4 shows the critical moment that the cell stress reaches its
first temporal maximum as shown in Figure 5.11a. From the beginning of the impact to
this moment, the maximal stress always occurs at the cell axis (z-axis), and its location
moves upward in z-direction. The droplet upper surface draws closer to cell than before as
shown in Figure 5.8c4, which indicates the surface tension effect begins to enhance. The
maximal stress begins to reduce in a small amount ∼2kPa and a short time period ∼1.5µs
(see Figure 5.11a), because the cell deformation pattern changes at this moment caused by
the enhancement of surface tension effect. Previously, the deformation pattern is a semi-
uniform suppression in z-direction; however, from this moment on, the pattern becomes
a mainly upper suppression in z-direction. Figure 5.8b4, 5.9b5-b8, and 5.10b9-b10 show
that cell lower surface remains the same shape in these frames; however the upper surface
is strongly deformed. From the moment of frame 4 to that of frame 5, it is a transitional
period for the change of deformation pattern. During this transitional period, the location
of maximal stress is changed from the cell center to the upper surface on the side (Figure
5.9c5). From this moment to the moment of frame 8, the solid maximal stress remains on
the upper surface on the side. With the surface tension effect increases and inertia force
decreases, the deformation on the cell bottom reaches its maximum at frame 6, which is the
second peak of local surface area change curve in Figure 5.11b. At the moment of frame
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6, the effects of inertia force and surface tension force are comparable. From this moment
on, the local surface area change begins to decrease until the moment of frame 7, a critical
point when the local surface area changes of the upper and lower surface are the same. This
is the critical moment that the cell printing process transits from the inertia force stage to
surface tension stage, in which the surface tension force dominates the process. It is also the
very moment that the upper surface of the cell begins to be pressed down and eventually
to be a concave shape on the top as it is shown in Figure 5.10c9.
The droplet and cell dynamics during the surface tension stage evolves much more
intensively than that during the inertia force stage. The velocity vector is shown in Figure
5.12 at t=14.82µs, when velocity magnitude is ∼5m/s. In the surface tension stage, both
Figure 5.12: Velocity vectors in baseline case (H=1.003, λ=20, We=16.6, Oh=0.015 and
E=8.22) at t=14.82µs. The maximal magnitude of fluid velocity is ∼5m/s at this moment.
Note that the initial impact velocity of the droplet and cell is 4.5m/s.
the maximal local surface area change and the maximal stress reach their maximal values
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for the entire printing process. From the moment of frame 7 on, the area change and
stress both increase quickly. At the moment of frame 8, the maximal stress enters into the
beginning part of its second peak as it is shown in Figure 5.11a. The upper part of the
cell surface is nearly fat at this moment, and the top-side of the cell, where the maximal
stress occurs, is being strongly suppressed. The convex part of droplet upper surface is now
smaller in shape but closer to the top-side of cell than before, which is shown in Figure
5.9c8. During the time of frame 8 and 9, the cell top surface is continuously being pressed
down, and the cell surface even becomes concave. Meanwhile, the location, where maximal
stress occurs, begins to shift from top-side surface back to the cell axis (z-axis). At the
moment of frame 9, the upper portion of cell surface reaches its lowest relative location in
cell for the entire process, and the maximal local area change reaches its maximal value
72% for the entire process as well (this corresponds to the third peak in Figure 5.11b).
At this moment, the location of maximal stress returns to the cell axis again. From this
moment to the moment of frame 10, the cell upper surface begins to rise up. Meanwhile,
the location of maximal stress begins to move to the top-side surface of the cell again as it
is in frame 5-8. At the moment of frame 10, the top surface of the cell recovers to be flat,
and the maximal local surface area change has already decreased. However, as the top-side
area is strongly suppressed, the maximal stress reaches its maximal value 23kPa for the
entire process (cf. Figure 5.11a). From this moment on, the droplet and cell upper surface
continue to move upward due to surface tension force. At the same time, the maximal local
surface area change and maximal von Mises stress both decrease quickly. At the moment
of frame 11, both maximal stress and the maximal local surface area change reach their
valleys as shown in Figures 5.11a and b. This is a transitional point when a relaxation
of the cell becomes a stretch on the cell due to fluid flow as shown in Figure 5.13 for the
velocity vector at t=25.04µs (between time frames 10 and 11), in which two vortex rings are
depicted: the lower one in z-direction is caused by impact momentum and the upper one
is caused by the surface tension from the droplet upper surface. The upper vortex rings is
strong because that the fluid surface energy, which continues increasing during the inertia
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force stage, now is quickly transfered into kinetic energy through the work done by surface
tension force. From the moment on, the stress and area change increase in relatively small
Figure 5.13: Velocity vectors in baseline case (H=1.003, λ=20, We=16.6, Oh=0.015 and
E=8.22) at t=25.04µs. The maximal magnitude of fluid velocity is ∼1m/s at this moment.
amounts compared to the previous large peaks. The maximal stress occurs at the cell’s
north pole and the maximal local area change happens on the equator of the cell. Frame
12 shows the confirmation of cell and droplet when the cell stress reaches a local maximum.
After this critical moment, both stress and area change decrease quickly to much smaller
values, and the entire system moves slowly toward stagnancy. In Table 5.5, key features of
the cell stress and surface area change are summarized for these selected frames.
The above simulation revealed that cells experience both significant stress and mem-
brane dilation/compression during the cell printing process. The local compression of cell
membrane can be accommodated by folding of membrane locally, and thus it should not
adversely impact on the survival of the cell. The significant stress and dilation, however,
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Table 5.5: Timeline and key events in the baseline cell printing case (H=1.003, λ=20,
We=16.6, Oh=0.015 and E=8.22).
Frame Time(µs) Notes
in
er
ti
a
fo
rc
e
st
ag
e
1 2.01
beginning of the inertia force stage;
cell maximal stress occurs on cell axis
2 3.16
cell surface stretching reaches first peak,
and begins to spread toward equator
3 5.21
cell surface stretching stops reducing
and increases again on cell lower surface;
first local minimum of cell area change occurs
4 7.77
transitional moment of cell deformation pattern;
cell stress reaches its first peak
5 9.34
maximal cell stress occurs on upper portion of cell surface;
cell stress reaches first valley
6 11.51
maximal area change on cell bottom for entire process,
cell surface area change reaches second peak
7 12.48
area changes on cell bottom and top become equal;
cell surface area change reaches second valley
su
rf
ac
e
te
n
si
on
st
ag
e
8 15.04
beginning part of second peak of cell stress;
maximal stress occurs on upper portion of cell surface
9 18.51
cell maximal stress location transits to cell axis;
cell upper surface being pressed to lowest point;
cell surface area change reaches third peak
10 20.23
cell maximal stress location transits
back to upper portion of cell surface;
stress reaches highest value for entire process;
cell upper surface moves upward to be flat,
and surface area change has already reduced
11 27.12
cell upper surface moves further upward;
stress and surface area change reduces to local minimums;
cell maximal area change occurs on the equator
12 30.28
cell been stretched in z-direction,
cell maximal stress occurs at the north pole
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can potentially cause severe damage to the cell. At present, a reliable model for correlating
the survival rate of the cell and the magnitude and duration of the stress is not yet available.
Hence, it is not clear whether the maximum von Mises stress of 23 kPa observed in our
simulations will lead to cell damage. Since a majority of the cell does survive cell printing
process, we speculate that the stress level observed here, along with the brief period that
the cell is exposed to such stress, does not lead to significant cell damage. Experimentally,
it has been found that an area dilation of 2-3% of cell membrane can cause cell death. In
the above simulation, the maximum area dilation of the entire cell membrane is 10% and
the maximum local area dilation is even higher (∼72%). This suggests that some portion
of the cell membrane is ruptured during the cell printing process. Whether this membrane
rupture will be fatal is, however, not clear because the membrane dilation sustains only
a very short period of time (<20µs). However, we note that experimental studies indeed
suggest that cell membrane is at least locally ruptured during the cell printing process.
Specifically, Xu and colleagues has used ink-jet printers to deliver porcine aortic endothelial
[PAE] cells mixed with plasmids encoded with green fluorescent protein (GFP)[82]. They
found that the transfection efficiency of the printed cells, determined by GFP expression,
was over 10%. Since plasmids cannot transfect intact cell membranes, this result confirmed
that cell membrane must have been ruptured during the printing process. Interestingly, the
authors also found that the post-transfection cell viability was over 90%, suggesting that
the brief rupture of cell membrane can be tolerated by some cells.
As a side note, we note that the von Mises stress inside cell does not return to zero
at the end of our simulation. As discussed in Section 2.3.4, this is a numerical artifact.
In the method used to study this problem, ZZ patch was used to construct continuous
derivative for the solid stress. Such a process introduces small errors into the stress and
cause small-scale microflows and consequently small residual stress. As described in Section
3.4.2, we have verified that such residual stress can be reduced by using finer grids, and the
small numerical error does not affect the droplet/cell dynamics except near the very end of
the cell printing process.
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Compared to the complex behavior and intensive changes in cell stress and surface
change, the behaviors of cell/droplet penetration and lateral spreading are much simpler.
Cell/droplet penetration continues to increase until the time of frame 11, when the flow
direction is changed to upward (Figures 5.11c and 5.13). At that moment, the cell and
droplet reach the deepest location inside the pool and begin to move upward for a small
distance ∼1µm due to the flow current (cf. Figure 5.14) until both reach the steady state.
The penetrations of cell and droplet are similar and close to be parallel with the fact that the
(b)(a)
Figure 5.14: Velocity vectors in baseline case (H=1.003, λ=20, We=16.6, Oh=0.015 and
E=8.22) at t=32.60µs. The maximal magnitude of fluid velocity is ∼2m/s at this moment.
(a) The velocity field is shown in the entire domain. (b) The velocity field is shown in
partial domain around the cell with the quivers’ length 3 times larger of those in (a).
cell bottom is always higher than the droplet bottom. The droplet lateral spreading behaves
similar to that of penetration. It continues to increase until the flow direction is changed
(solid line in Figure 5.11d). The turning point of droplet lateral spreading is ∼5µs earlier
than that of cell/droplet penetration, which is because the side of droplet, which locates
higher in z-direction than the cell/droplet bottom, feels the flow direction change earlier
than cell/droplet bottom feels. The behavior of cell lateral spreading is a little complicated
than that of droplet due to the cell elasticity. The lateral spreading first increases as the
lower portion of cell is compressed during the impact. The lateral spreading subsequently
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decreases due to the transition of cell deformation pattern as mentioned above. This is
followed by another time period, during which the cell lateral spreading increases due to
the suppression of top portion of cell by surface tension flows. Next, the lateral spreading
of cell decreases due to the stretching of cell by the fluids. Finally, the cell lateral spreading
increases due to the recovery of cell shape by elastic forces. The critical times separating
the increases and decreases of cell spreading correspond to frames 4, 6, 9 and 11 in Table
5.5.
5.3.3 The effect of droplet-pool merging time on cell printing
We have established the basic features of the droplet and cell dynamics during
a typical cell printing process in the above section. However, as pointed out in Section
5.3.1, the merging of cell-laden droplet with the pool is not modeled rigorously due to the
tremendous difficulty in resolving this multiscale process. In the above section, the droplet
and pool fluids are assumed to merge into a continuous body of fluids when the level set
characterizing the droplet-air and pool-air meet each other, i.e., the nanoscopic entrapment
of air between the two droplet-air and pool-air interfaces were not modeled. In this section,
following the methods described by Pan and Law[52], we investigate how a different behavior
of droplet-pool merging will affect the droplet and cell dynamics of the cell printing process.
These simulations are termed the late-merging simulations in this dissertation.
The late-merging simulations have the same configuration and parameters as those
of the baseline case. However, the droplet and pool surfaces are artificially kept unmerged
until at t=9.95µs when the two surfaces are merged manually. Note this merging time
is particularly late. In this way, the artificial merging time is as twice long as that in
the baseline case, in which droplet and pool surfaces touches at t∼4.5µs. The evolution
of droplet, pool and cell surfaces (cf. Figure 5.15) is dramatically different from that of
the baseline case. Due to the surface tension forces of the non-merged droplet and pool
surfaces, the droplet is compressed in the vertical direction (z-direction) first, then the
droplet top surface pushes down onto the cell surface. The maximal von Mises stress and
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10.60µs 13.01µs
15.86µs 17.91µs
20.47µs 22.04µs
Figure 5.15: Evolution of droplet, pool and cell surfaces in a lately-merging case. All
simulation parameters are the same as those in the baseline case except that the merging of
pool and droplet surfaces is realized at t=9.95µs compared to t=4.5µs in the baseline case.
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surface area change have peak values which are 20% higher than those in the baseline case
as shown in Figure 5.16. Though surface evolutions of these two cases have large differences,
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Figure 5.16: A lately-merging case (dashed lines) compared with baseline case (solid lines).
All simulation parameters are the same as those in the baseline case except that the merging
of pool and droplet surfaces is realized at t=9.95µs compared to t=4.5µs in the baseline
case. (a) Maximal von Mises stress of cell, (b) maximal local surface area change of cell.
the stress and area change differences are moderate. Based on this feature and Pan and
Law’s conclusion (for droplet-pool impact with We>14, which is the absorption regime, the
merging of two surfaces is considered be conimmediate at the moment of contact)[52], in
other cell printing simulations in this study, the merging time will not be considered.
In the following sections, the effects of impact velocity, pool depth, cell modulus,
pool viscosity and droplet viscosity will be analyzed into series of numerical simulations in
comparison with the baseline case studied in this section.
5.4 Effects of impact velocity on cell printing
THe impact velocity of droplet is one of key parameter controling cell printing, and
here we study its effects on the behavior of cell printing. As introduced in Section 5.1,
four major forces are involved in cell printing process: 1) inertia force, 2) surface tension
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force, 3) elastic stress, 4) viscous stress. The inertia force is closely related to the impact
velocity, and Weber (We) number represents the ratio between inertia force with surface
tension force. In this section, three simulations with different We number are studied and
compared with the baseline case introduced in the previous section. Four different Weber
numbers 0, 16.6 (baseline case), 52.5 and 82 are achieved using impact velocities of 0, 4.5, 8
and 10m/s, respectively. The configurations of each simulation are the same as the baseline
case discussed in the previous chapter except the impact velocity. The We=0 case has
one difference with other simulations: at t=0, the droplet, whose center is loaded with the
solid cell, is positioned in the contact of the pool surface (the lower surface of the droplet
is 0.05µm under the pool surface). In Figures 5.17-5.19, the surface contours of We=0,
We=52.5 and We=82 are shown in 6 frames for each simulation. In Figures 5.20 and 5.21,
the maximal von Mises stress in cell and maximal local surface area change are shown in
four panels, for (a) We=0, (b) We=16.6, (c) We=52.5 and (d) We=82. The results for
cases with We=16.6, 52.5 and 82 are qualitatively different from the case with We=0. For
example, 1) cell maximum von Mises stress and maximum local area change, in cases with
We=16.6, 52.5 and 82, all occurs at t∼20µs, while for We=0, the maximum is achieved at
t∼40µs. 2) The maximal von Mises stresses of the We=16.6, 52.5 and 82 cases are similar in
magnitude and they are ∼10kPa less than that of the We=0 case. 3) In cases with We=16.6,
52.5 and 82, the maximum area change are similar, and they are ∼0.8 smaller than that of
the We=0 case. In the following, we will analyze these phenomena and estimate the time
tmax when the cell stress and surface area change reaches maximum.
Three time scales are involved in cell printing: the convective time scale tc, the
surface energy time scale tσ and the elastic time scale te. When tc<<tσ, the collapse of
fluid on top portion of droplet is mainly kinetically induced, i.e. the bottom portion of
droplet fluids are slowed down faster than the top portion of droplet fluids. Thus the
time of collapse is on the order of the convective time scale tc. During this time, the
surface tension force always acts to squeeze the top portion of the cell. Meanwhile the cell’s
elasticity responds to the suppression and causes itself be recovered its resting shape. The
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7.05µs 14.47µs
19.88µs 32.93µs
39.20µs 42.83µs
Figure 5.17: Evolution of droplet, pool and cell surfaces in the case with H=1.003, λ=20,
We=0, Oh=0.015 and E=8.22.
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6.82µs 9.31µs
11.39µs 13.76µs
15.92µs 31.22µs
Figure 5.18: Evolution of droplet, pool and cell surfaces in the case with H=1.003, λ=20,
We=52.5, Oh=0.015 and E=8.22.
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6.42µs 8.20µs
11.91µs 16.74µs
22.23µs 35.51µs
Figure 5.19: Evolution of droplet, pool and cell surfaces in the case with H=1.003, λ=20,
We=82, Oh=0.015 and E=8.22.
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Figure 5.20: Evolution of maximum von Mises stress inside cell observed during cell printing
process with (a) We=0, (b) We=16.6, (c) We=52.5, and (d) We=82.
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Figure 5.21: Evolution of maximum surface area change of cell observed during cell printing
process with (a) We=0, (b) We=16.6, (c) We=52.5, and (d) We=82.
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elastic time scale te measures the entire time for a solid to respond to external forces and
recover. For this reason, half of te should be counted into tmax for this estimation. When
tc>>tσ, the collapse of fluids at top portion of droplet onto cell is controled by the time
scale for droplet to deform significantly under the action of the surface tension force, i.e. tσ.
Since the response time of solid stress, i.e. te, is much smaller than tσ, the time at which
maximum stress/area change occurs should be on the order of tσ. In summary, we have
tmax =


∼ tc + 12te when tc<<tσ
∼ tσ when tc>>tσ
(5.9)
The key observation is that for impact processes with large We numbers, tmax decreases as
We number increases, and is always much smaller than tmax observed in simulations with
very small We numbers. Table 5.6 summarizes the convective time scale, the surface energy
time scale and the elastic time scale. Also shown is the tmax predicted by Equation (5.9)
and observed in simulations. Clearly, the trend predicted by Equation (5.9) is consistent
with those observed in our simulations.
Table 5.6: Time scales in cell printing cases with We=0, 16.6, 52.5 and 82 (unit: µs).
We=0 We=16.6 We=52.5 We=82
tc ∞ 13.3 7.5 6
tσ 54 54 54 54
te 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5
tmax by Eq. (5.9) 54 18.1 11.3 10.8
tmax from simulations 39.6 20.2 17.1 16.7
With tmax being rationalized via a time scale analysis, we now turn our attention to
the magnitude of von Mises stress and surface area change of cell during the printing process.
Similar to the time scale analysis, the results in magnitude of maximum von Mises stress and
maximum surface area change of cell for cases with We=16.6, 52.5 and 82 are qualitatively
different from the case with We=0. As discussed above, the case with We=0 are mainly
dominated by the surface tension force, while the other three cases are dominated by two
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competing forces – the inertia force and the surface tension force. The cases with We=52.5
and 82 shares the same characteristics in the printing process as the case with We=16.6
discussed in Section 5.3 as the baseline case. The maximum von Mises stress curves and the
maximum local surface area change curves of these three cases have the same features in
peaks, valleys and turning points with different magnitudes because of the different impact
velocity (cf. Figures 5.20b-d and 5.21b-d). For example, for the cases with We=16.6, 52.5
and 82, it is the effect of inertia force that causes the first peak on the maximum von Mises
stress curve and the first and second peaks on the maximum local surface area change curve
in each case. For the same cases, it is the effect of surface tension force that causes the
highest peak on the maximum von Mises stress curve and the maximum local surface area
change curve, as discussed in the baseline case. In simulations, we observe that 1) the
peaks caused by the effect of inertia force increases as the We number increases, 2) the
peaks caused by the effect of surface tension force decreases as the We number increases
except for the case with We=82 in local surface area change curve.
The explanations of these observations are following. As We number increases, the
effect of inertia force increases compared to the effect of surface tension force. The increased
inertia force causes large compression on cell in the inertia force stage, and the cell will then
have a large elastic stress to resist the suppression exerted by the surface tension force in
the surface tension stage. For this reason, the effect of surface tension force decreases as
We number increases. The increasing effect of inertia force is the reason that the first
observation occurs, and the decreasing effect of surface tension force is the reason that the
second observation occurs. In the case with We=82, the maximum local surface area change
of cell is larger than that in the case with We=52.5, which is against the decreasing trend
as the We number increases. However, this abnormal increase is caused by the increase
of the inertia force effect, which is explained in the following. As shown in Figure 5.22,
the south pole of the cell surface has the largest area change of 49%, which is also the
largest area change during the printing process. This deformation is the opposite pattern
with that in the cases of We=16.6 and 52.5, in which the largest area change during the
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Figure 5.22: Cell surface area change in a cell printing case with We=82 at ∼20µs. Other
parameters are the same as the baseline case in this chapter. (a) Cell surface area change
in difference surface segments. (b) Cell surface contour denoted in different segments.
printing process occurs at the north pole of the cell surface. It is because of the increase
of the inertia force that the cell bottom is significantly deformed. The velocity vector is
shown in Figure 5.23 at t=17.21µs, which is close to the moment when the maximum stress
occurs during the printing process. At the moment t=17.21µs, the cell has already deformed
significantly, however, the magnitude of velocity inside the cell is still on the order of 1m/s,
whose direction is downward (negative z-direction). The 1m/s downward velocity reflects
the strength of the inertia force at this moment. Also note that the cell bottom surface is
deformed much larger compared to the We=16.6 and 52.5 cases. In the case with We=82,
the maximum surface area change on the north pole of the cell surface is 38% during the
printing process, which is less than the bottom area change of 49% in the same case and
less than 48% in the case with We=52.5. Based on these results, that the inertia force
effect increases and the surface tension force effect decreases as the We number increases is
confirmed, and a critical We number Wec exists between 52.5 and 82. When We exceeds
Wec, the process is dominated by the inertia force; otherwise, the process is dominated by
the surface tension force.
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Figure 5.23: Velocity vectors in a cell printing case with We=82 at ∼17µs. Other parameters
are the same as the baseline case in this chapter.
A relatively generalized picture of the Weber number effects on cell printing is
summarized in Tabel 5.7.
Table 5.7: Effects of Weber number on cell deformation. In the present study, Wec is
between 52.5 and 82. The condition We<Wec is common in most cell printing situations in
reality.
Condition Responses of cell deformation
We<Wec We increases =⇒ cell deformation decreaes
We>Wec We increases =⇒ cell deformation increaes
5.5 Effects of pool depth on cell printing
Pool fluids with high viscosity serves as the printing substrate in cell printing process.
They help to protect the cell during the impact process by absorbing impact energy. In this
section, the effects of pool depth is studied using one simulation of cell-laden droplet impact
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with We=16.6 onto a shallow pool whose depth is 2.025µm. The computational domain is
80µm×80µm and discretized into a uniform grid system 301×301, whose grid size is 0.27µm
in both radial and vertical directions. The other configurations are the same as those in
the baseline case discussed in Section 5.3. The surface contours of the impact process are
shown in Figure 5.24, in which the droplet and cell deform due to impact inertia and do not
recover due to pressure caused by the surface tension. Compared to the baseline case, the
cell deformation behaviors are qualitatively different from that in the baseline case. First,
the present case is an inertia-force-dominating impact, which is similar to that of an elastic
ball impacting onto a solid surface. Tanaka et al.[71] studied the impact of soft gels onto
rigid surface and the deformation shape (cf. Figure 5.24) in this study is similar to that
reported by Tanaka el al.. The characteristic of inertia force domination is manifested also
in the evolution of maximum von Mises stress and maximum local surface area change of
cell as shown in Figure 5.25. Specifically, the first peaks of stress and area change curves
corresponding to inertia force effect are much higher than that of the baseline case, in which
the pool depth is 60.2µm. Because the pool is shallow in depth, in later part of the impact
process, when surface tension force begins to dominate the dynamics, the cell continues to
be suppressed by droplet surface for a long period >100µs, as it is shown in Figures 5.24
and 5.25. This may cause damage in cell and should be avoided in the cell printing cases.
Comparing the shallow pool case with the deep pool case (i.e. the baseline case), a
deep pool plays a role of buffers in a cell printing process by 1) reducing impact momentum
and energy by redirecting flow direction unto radial direction and viscous dissipation; 2)
ensuring the cell is fully immersed in fluids to eliminate cell deformation at equilibrium. For
this reason, a sufficient deep pool with a depth at least the droplet diameter is preferred.
5.6 Effects of cell modulus on cell printing
Study the effects of cell modulus on cell printing helps understand why different
types of cells have different survival rate in cell printing. In this section, we study the
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Figure 5.24: Evolution of droplet, pool and cell surfaces in the case with H=0.03375 (a
shallow pool), λ=20, We=16.6, Oh=0.015 and E=8.22.
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Figure 5.25: Comparison of the shallow pool case (dashed lines) with baseline case (solid
lines): (a) maximal von Mises stress; (b) maximal local surface area change. We=16.6 in
both cases.
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impact of a droplet loaded with a cell with a shear modulus 100kPa with a pool. Except
the cell modulus, the configuration and numerical procedures are the same as those in the
baseline case.
The printing process is shown in Figure 5.26, and the evolution of maximum von
Mises stress and maximum local surface area change of cell is shown in Figure 5.27. The
droplet-pool interface evolution shows similar features with that of the baseline case, since
both cases have the same Weber number. The major difference lies in the cell deformation.
The cell surface contours shown in Figure 5.26 indicate that the stiff cell experiences very
small deformation. The local surface area change (peak value 3% cf. Figure 5.27b), which
is related to solid strain, is much smaller than that in the baseline case (peak value 72%).
Though the surface area change is small in this case, because the cell modulus is large, the
maximal stress, shown in Figure 5.27a, is similar to that of the baseline case. Because of
its large shear modulus, the cell responds to the impact inertia differently from the baseline
case. The 100kPa cell has a peak von Mises stress of 12kPa in the inertia force stage, while
the 10kPa cell only has a peak of 6kPa. Meanwhile, the maximal stress fluctuates from
12kPa to 2kPa in the inertia force stage for the 100kPa cell.
The results in Figure 5.27 show that under the same printing condition, stiff cells
will experience much smaller surface area dilation than softer cells, but the maximum von
Mises stress will not change significantly. At present, we do not yet know whether the
maximum stress or the surface dilation is more important in controlling the cell survival.
Clearly, systematic biological studies are required to answer this question.
5.7 Effects of pool viscosity on cell printing
As mentioned in Section 5.5, the pool fluids serve as a buffer to protect the cell during
the printing process through dissipation. Here, we investigate the effect of pool viscosity
on cell printing. A simulation is performed with the pool viscosity 1cP, which is the same
as the droplet viscosity. All other parameters are the same as the baseline case except
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Figure 5.26: Evolution of droplet, pool and cell surfaces in the case with H=1.003, λ=20,
We=16.6, Oh=0.015 and E=82.2.
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Figure 5.27: Comparison of stiff cell (µs=100kPa) case (dashed lines) with baseline case
(solid lines). (a) Maximal von Mises stress; (b) Maximal local surface area change.
that 1) the computational domain and pool depth are different, and 2) We=0 is chosen as
reference because the fluctuation of surface is very violent and renders qualitative analysis
difficulty. The geometric configuration of this simulation is shown in Figure 4.4. Figure
5.28 shows the evolution of droplet, pool and cell surfaces during the impact process. The
partial absorption effect[6, 7] is rather obvious in this simulation: at t=32.82µs, a daughter
droplet is almost generated, but eventually absorpted into the pool. The surface tension
effects is much more vivid than that in We=0 and µ2=20cP case (cf. Figure 5.17), which
is the reference case in this section. The maximal stress and maximal local surface area
change are shown in Figures 5.29a and b. The stress curve has two major peaks, which is
different from that of the reference case with a single major peak. The first peak in the
µ2=1cP case occurs at the same time as the first peak in the µ2=20cP case (the value refers
to the pool viscosity). The timing of the first peak can be rationalized using Equation 5.9
in Section 5.4. The second peak (∼50kPa) in the µ2=1cP case is caused by the partial
absorption phenomena, in which the nonseparated daughter droplet collapses back onto the
cell even stronger than that at the first peak. The area change of cell surface in the µ2=1cP
case is different from that in the µ2=20cP case in that the time at which the maximum area
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42.27µs
48.17µs 77.69µs
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Figure 5.28: Evolution of droplet, pool and cell surfaces in the case with H=1.67, λ=20,
We=0, Oh=0.015 and E=8.22.
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change occurs is postponed from t≈40µs to t≈50µs, which coincide with the time at which
the maximum cell stress was observed. The maximum area dilation in the µ2=1cP case is
∼55%, which is much smaller than ∼130% in the µ2=20cP case. The apparent reduction
of maximum area dilation is caused by the way the area dilation is computed. Specifically,
we have divided the extire cell surface into 21 equal pieces. In the µ2=1cP case, at the
maximum dilation, the first piece (located at the north pole of the cell) is stretched at r≈0
but pinched at r≈5µm, which together produces a moderate area dilation in the first surface
piece. Due to the violent surface tension effect and in addition, the penetration in 1cP pool
case being larger than that in 20cP pool as shown in Figure 5.30, which is caused by the
less viscous pool as well, a highly viscous pool is preferred in cell printing.
5.8 Effects of droplet viscosity on cell printing
The study of pool viscosity in the previous section shows that enhancing the pool
viscosity facilitates the dissipation of impact kinetic energy via viscous dissipation. Here
we explore the effects of droplet viscosity. Following simulations were performed:
1) µ1=0.5cP, We=16.6, 52.5 and 82;
2) µ1=2.0cP, We=16.6, 52.5 and 82;
3) µ1=3.0cP, We=16.6, 52.5 and 82.
These simulations have the same configurations with those µ1=1cP, We=16.6, 52.5 and 82,
respectively, which are discussed in Section 5.4 except for the different droplet viscosities.
Since the surface evolutions are similar to those reference cases shown in Section 5.4, the
surface contours are not shown for these cases here. The maximal cell inner stress and
maximal cell local surface area change are shown in Figures 5.31, 5.32 and 5.33 for We=16.6,
52.5 and 82, respectively. We observe that at We=16.6, the maximum stress and area
change curves are similar in four simulations with different droplet viscosities. At We=16.6,
we also observe that at the beginning stage (t<10µs), maximal stress and area change (Ψ
is used to denote either maximal stress or maximal area change) follow the same order
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Figure 5.29: Comparison of µ2=1cP (dashed lines) with µ2=20cP (solid lines) at We=0:
(a) maximal von Mises stress; (b) maximal local surface area change.
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Figure 5.30: Penetration of µ2=1cP (dashed lines) with µ2=20cP (solid lines) at We=0: (a)
of droplet lower surface; (b) of cell lower surface.
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Figure 5.31: Comparison of µ1=0.5 (dotted lines), 1 (solid lines) 2 (dashed lines) and 3cP
(dash-dot lines) at We=16.6: (a) maximal von Mises stress; (b) maximal local surface area
change.
as Ψ0.5cP<Ψ1cP<Ψ2cP<Ψ3cP. Similar phenomena are also observed at other We number
in Figures 5.32 and 5.33 for t<10µs. We notice that the surface area dilation is more
sensitive to the variation in droplet viscosity in particular at high We numbers. This could
be caused by the fact that although a large viscosity induces stronger viscous dissipation,
such dissipation does not significantly retard the flow because of the very short time scale.
Instead, a large viscosity will lead to stronger shear forces on the cell surface when the
velocity gradient is similar, and this can cause stronger surface dilation.
After the beginning stage of cell printing, which is controlled mainly by the inertia
force. We found that the dependence of maximum cell stress and surface dilation on the
droplet viscosity become more complicated. When We=17, the maximum stress and sur-
face dilation decreases with the droplet viscosity, but the opposite trend is observed when
We=52.5 and 82. This observation can be understood by noting that at small We num-
ber, velocity gradient and hence the viscous force exerted on the cell surface is relatively
small, and contribute less to the cell deformation. As the droplet viscosity increases, the
dissipation of impact energy via viscous dissipation at large time lowers the velocity of the
fluids that collapse on the top portion of the cell and thus lowers the cell stress and surface
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Figure 5.32: Comparison of µ1=0.5 (dotted lines), 1 (solid lines) 2 (dashed lines) and 3cP
(dash-dot lines) at We=52.5: (a) maximal von Mises stress; (b) maximal local surface area
change.
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Figure 5.33: Comparison of µ1=0.5 (dotted lines), 1 (solid lines) 2 (dashed lines) and 3cP
(dash-dot lines) at We=82: (a) maximal von Mises stress; (b) maximal local surface area
change.
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Figure 5.34: Droplet viscosity effects on cell deformation: (a) cell maximal von Mises stress,
(b) cell maximal local surface area change. Three groups of data are shown: We=16.6, 52.5
and 82.
dilation. At large We number, the reduction of cell deformation via viscous dissipation is
still at work. However, since the impact velocity is much higher than that in We=16.6 case,
its effect is relatively weak. Instead, the higher shear stress incurred from the higher droplet
viscosity, tends to enhance the deformation of the cell, and its effect is strong because of
the large velocity gradient affected by the large We number. Consequently, the cell defor-
mation at the late stage of cell printing as quantified by the maximum cell stress and area
dilation increases as the droplet viscosity increases. Based on these results, at relatively
small We number, larger droplet viscosity is preferred, and at relatively large We number,
small droplet viscosity is preferred in cell printing.
5.9 Effects of surface tension on cell printing
In previous sections of this chapter, the effects of impact velocity, pool depth, shear
modulus, pool viscosity and droplet viscosity have been studied. In this section, we in-
vestigate the effects of droplet-air interfacial tension on cell printing. Prior sections have
suggested that surface tension plays a fundamental role in cell deformation, and the present
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section seeks to further validate the insights from those prior sections. Three simulations are
performed at the same condition as those simulations with We=16.6, 52.5 and 82 discussed
in Section 5.4 as the reference cases. The only different parameter for the simulations in this
section is that the surface tension is set as σ=36.5mN/m, which is half of that used in the
reference cases. Note that because as Weber number is defined as ρ1DU
2/σ, the new cases
have different Weber numbers compared to the reference cases, and a new dimensionless
number We/E=ρ1 U
2/µs, which combines the We and E defined in Section 5.1, is used to
characterize the simulations. Therefore, the three cases studied here have We/E of 2.02,
6.4 and 10, which are the same as the reference cases in Section 5.4. The maximal von
Mises stress and maximal local surface area change of cell of the cell printing cases studied
here are shown in Figures 5.35, 5.36 and 5.37. Two major observations are: First, the cell
stress and surface area dilation at the early stage (t<10µs) of the droplet-pool impact are
nearly independent of the surface tension under the same We/E. Second, both the maximal
stress and maximal area dilation of the cell at the late stage of droplet-pool impact reduces
significantly as the surface tension is lowered. This is particularly obvious in the same
with We/E=10, in which the second stress peak at t=40µs nearly vanishes as the surface
tension is reduced form 73mN/m to 36.5mN/m (cf. Figure 5.37a). The first observation is
consistent with our earlier interpretation that the cell deformation at the early stage of cell
printing is controlled by the inertia forces since these forces are not changed under the same
We/E. The second observation is consistent with our earlier interpretation that the cell
deformation at the late stage of cell printing is driven by surface tension forces. In Figure
5.38, the maximal stress and area change of cell in both cases during the entire cell printing
process are compared for cases with different droplet viscosities (1cP, 2cP and 3cP) with
the three cases studied in this section. For all the cases shown in Figure 5.38, We/E=6.4
gives the smallest deformation on average, of which the case with σ=36.5mN/m yields the
smallest cell deformation as measured by the maximal cell stress and area dilation.
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Figure 5.35: Comparison of σ=36.5mN/m (dashed lines) with σ=73mN/m (solid lines) at
We/E=2.02: (a) maximal von Mises stress; (b) maximal local surface area change.
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Figure 5.36: Comparison of σ=36.5mN/m (dashed lines) with σ=73mN/m (solid lines) at
We/E=6.4: (a) maximal von Mises stress; (b) maximal local surface area change.
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5.10 Suggestions for improving cell printing techniques
Six parameters i.e., impact velocity, pool depth, pool viscosity, droplet viscosity
and droplet-air surface tension and cell stiffness, have been varied in our simulations to
understand their effects on the droplet and cell dynamics during cell printing. The effects
of these parameters are summarized in Table 5.8. In the parameter space we explored in
which the cell modulus is 10kPa and the droplet-air surface tension is 73mN/m, the maximal
stress experienced by the cell during cell printing is minimized to 19.5kPa when the impact
velocity is 10m/s, the droplet viscosity is 0.5cP, the pool fluid viscosity is 20cP, and the pool
is deep (i.e., larger than the droplet diameter). The maximal membrane dilation experience
by the cell is minimized to 45% when the impact velocity is 8m/s, the droplet viscosity
is 2cP, the pool fluid viscosity is 20cP, and the pool is deep (i.e., larger than the droplet
diameter). In addition, the results from the previous sections show that the duration of
the large stress and membrane dilation is typically ∼20µs and is rather insensitive to the
variation of printing parameters.
Table 5.8: Summary of the effects of various parameters of cell printing process on the cell
deformation, in which ↑ means increasing and ↓ means decreasing.
Parameter Change of parameter Effects
Impact velocity We ↑ We<Wec cell deformation ↓
We>Wec cell deformation ↑
pool depth h ↑ cell deformation ↓
cell modulus µs ↑ cell deformation ↓
pool viscosity µ2 ↑ in studied range cell deformation ↓
drop viscosity µ1↑ inertia force stage cell deformation ↑surface tension stage cell deformation ↓
surface tension σ↓ cell deformation ↓
Our simulation provides insights only on the mechanical deformation of cells dur-
ing the droplet-pool impact process. To use the insights from these simulations to make
suggestions on how to improve the cell printing process requires knowledge on how the
mechanical deformation of cells affects their survival. At present, the knowledge in this
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area is very limited. Although there exists studies that probe the biological aspects of cell
subject to mechanical stress, few of these studies investigate the effect of short (microsec-
onds to milliseconds) mechanical deformation on the cell behavior, which is precisely what
is needed to understand the cell viability in cell printing. Clearly, extensive research in this
regard is urgently needed. Nevertheless, we expect that the cell survival rate to increase if
the maximal stress and surface area dilation experienced by a cell during droplet-impact is
reduced. Based on this criterion, we suggest the following to improve the survival rate of
cell during cell printing
1. To adopt a moderate droplet impact velocity. In the parameter space explored here, an
impact velocity corresponding to a We number of 52 produces a relatively small stress
inside the cell and moderate surface area dilation. For different cells, this optimal
velocity may change. However, we still expect that there exits an optimal velocity at
which the cell deformation is minimized.
2. Pool fluids with high viscosity are desired. This will not only reduce the cell defor-
mation, but will also improve the resolution of cell placement because the diffusion of
cell inside the pool will be retarded. We note that, in practice, the viscosity of pool
fluids can be tuned easily by controlling the concentration of bio-compatible polymers
(e.g., sodium alginate) in the solution.
3. Viscosity of droplet fluids should not be too low or too high. In our study, a viscosity
of 2cP produces the smallest membrane dilation while the maximum stress is rather
insensitive to the droplet viscosity. The viscosity of the droplet fluids can also be tuned
by dissolving polymers into the droplet. However, in tuning the droplet viscosity, one
must bear in mind that the printability of droplet (i.e., the generation of droplet
through ink-jets) is also affected by the droplet viscosity.
4. Reducing the surface tension of droplet fluids. The study in Section 5.9 indicate that
reducing the droplet-air surface tension can be particularly effective in reducing the
stress and surface area dilation experienced by the cell during the droplet-pool impact.
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Adopting such a strategy, however, is not straightforward. Generally, to change the
surface tension of the droplet-air interface, one can either use a different fluid for the
droplet or add surfactant into the droplet. The former approach is rather difficult to
use since water is perhaps the best bio-compatible fluids and replacing water with any
other fluids will likely cause other biological issues related to cell survival. The latter
approach is potential viable, but must be used with caution because high concentration
surfactant solution can induce cell lysis. However, recent cell printing experiments
using dilute surfactant solution as droplet fluids suggest that low concentration of
surfactant concentration is well-tolerated by the cells[53]. Finally, we note that, if
surfactants are used to reduce the surface tension, the transport of surfactant on the
droplet-air interface can affect the surface tension as well. Since such transport is
not considered in our current simulations, caution must be used when extrapolating
the results obtained here to the situations when surfactants are introduced into the
system. Another potential difficulty with reducing the droplet fluids surface tension
is that it can negatively affect the printability of the droplet.
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Figure 5.37: Comparison of σ=36.5mN/m (dashed lines) with σ=73mN/m (solid lines) at
We/E=10: (a) maximal von Mises stress; (b) maximal local surface area change.
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Figure 5.38: Comparison of (a) maximum von Mises stress and (b) area dilation of
cell during the entire cell printing process in four groups: 1) 1cP/20cP,σ=73mN/m, 2)
2cP/20cP,σ=73mN/m, 3) 3cP/20cP,σ=73mN/m and 4) 1cP/20cP,σ=36.5mN/m in the cell.
All simulation parameters unless explicitly mentioned are the same as the baseline case in
Section 5.3.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
Cell printing is an emerging technology that uses droplets to deliver cells to desired
positions with resolution potentially comparable to the size of single cells. In particular, ink-
jet based cell printing has shown promise in building artificial tissues, and may eventually
enable entire organ to be engineered in vivo. Although the viability of the cell printing
technique has been experimentally demonstrated, the survival rate of printed cells and cell
placement resolution remain to be improved, and the mechanisms of cell damage during the
printing process remains poorly understood. In this work, we used numerical simulations
to reconstruct the impact of a droplet loaded with a single cell onto a pool of viscous fluids,
which is the first step of a two-step cell printing technique, to gain insights into the droplet
and cell dynamics during the impact process.
To numerically study cell printing, we developed a mathematical model for this
process. Our numerical models consist of the following. The droplet, pool and air are
all modeled as Newtonian fluids. Their flow is modeled as laminar flow governed by the
Naviers-Stokes equation. The cell is modeled as an asymmetrical object governed by the
neo-Hookean law. The cell also has a shear viscosity that is the same as that of the droplet
in which it is immersed. The present mathematical model for cell printing is rather crude
because it neglects many aspects of cell, droplet fluids and pool fluids. For example, the
complex internal structure of cell is entirely neglected. Even more importantly, cells can
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behave rather differently (e.g., fluid like vs. solid like) under mechanical loading of different
duration, and the present model is a rather drastic simplification of the reality. Nevertheless,
as a first step toward developing a fundamental understanding of the cell dynamics during
cell printing, the present model does capture two essential aspects of the cell, namely, at
short time scale, the cell behaves like an elastic body and it is rather incompressible. As
such, we expect simulations based on the present model to provide useful insights into the
droplet and cell dynamics during cell printing.
We next developed and validated computational codes for studying cell printing.
Cell printing is essentially a fluid-structure interaction problem involving multiphase flows.
In this work, we used level set functions to track the fluid-fluid interfaces, the continuous
surface force (CSF) methods, and the ghost fluid methods (GFM) to compute the fluid-
fluid interactions. The fluid-cell interactions are computed using the method developed by
Zhao, Freund and Moser (ZFM). We also developed a new full Eulerian method, termed the
solid level set (SLS) method, to simulate the fluid-structure interactions. The SLS method
is based on the unified momentum equation framework in the ZFM method in which the
solid-fluid interactions are modeled by introducing a solid body force term and a solid-fluid
interfacial force term into the Navier-Stokes equation. The key idea of the SLS method is the
solid body is tracked by introducing four level set functions instead of using a Lagrangian
mesh for the solid body overlapped on the fixed Cartesian mesh. The SLS method is easy to
implement and addresses several challenges in the simulation of fluid-structure interactions
in which a fixed Cartesian mesh is used for fluid flow and a Lagrangian mesh is used for
tracking the solid deformation. The effectiveness of the SLS method is demonstrated by
studying two fluid-structure interaction problems. The method is suitable for studying a
wide range of problems in microfluidics, e.g., manipulation of cells in confined space and
ink-jet printing of biological samples
Using the codes developed, we studied cell printing systematically by examining
the details of cell and droplet dynamics, and by varying six operating parameters to gain
insights into the coupled droplet and cell dynamics during cell printing. We focused on how
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four macroscopic observables, i.e., droplet penetration depth, droplet lateral spreading,
cell stress and cell surface area change, are affected by the operating parameters and the
underlying mechanisms. These simulations show that the impact of a cell-laden droplet
with a pool of viscous fluids has two stages: an early state governed by the inertia forces
and a late stage governed by the surface tension forces. Cell experiences significant stress
(∼20 kPa) and membrane dilation (up to 100% locally) during the second stage, and the
timing of the maximum stress and membrane dilation can be estimated using a time scale
analysis. The magnitude of the maximal stress and membrane dilation experienced by the
cell are found to depend most critically on the droplet-air surface tension and, to a less
extent, on the droplet impact velocity and the pool/droplet fluid viscosity. Interestingly,
the maximal cell deformation (consequently the cell stress and membrane dilation) depends
non-monotonically on the impact velocity. The duration of the impact process is largely
independent of the various operating parameters of cell printing explored in this work and
lasts about 100 microseconds, and cell experience significant stress and membrane dilation
only for about 20 microseconds. The briefness of the cell printing process might explain the
decent survival rate of cells observed in prior experimental studies. The large membrane
dilation observed during cell printing is consistent with the experimental finding that cells
are transfected during the cell printing process.
Based on the insights obtained from our simulations, we attempt to provide sug-
gestions on how the operating parameters of cell printing can be tailored to improve its
effectiveness. The major obstacle we face is a lack of the fundamental understanding be-
tween the biological behavior of cells and the mechanical deformation (as measured by stress
or membrane dilation) they experience, especially when the mechanical deformation occurs
at millisecond time scales. Nevertheless, we hypothesize that the cell survival rate increases
as the maximal stress and membrane dilation experienced by cell during droplet-pool im-
pact decreases. Based on this hypothesis, several strategies such as adopting a moderate
impact velocity and lowering the droplet-air surface tension as proposed, and the practical
aspects of implementing of these strategies are discussed.
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